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Technical Summary
Introduction
In this report we will summarize the results of the work performed under the "Flank Solar
Wind Interaction" investigation in support of NASA's Space Physics Guest Investigator
Program. While this investigation was focused on the interaction of the Earth's
magnetosphere with the solar wind as observed by instruments on the International Sun-
Earth Explorer (ISEE) 3 spacecraft, it also represents the culmination of decades of
research performed by scientists at TRW on the rich phenomenology of collisionless
shocks in space. For the opportunity to work in this field we are all indebted to the late
Dr. Frederick L. Scarf
The ISEE 3 spacecraft traversed many regions of unique importance to space physics
during its long mission, and for this investigation we chose to examine several aspects of
the solar wind interaction region on the far flanks of the bow shock. These studies
encompassed the foreshock and magnetosheath as well as the shock itself. Most of our
effort involved analysis of data from the ISEE 3 plasma wave investigation (PWS) [Scarf
et aL, 1978], but also included correlative examinations of magnetometer [Frandsen et aL,
1978] and plasma analyzer data [Bame et al., 1978].
The uniqueness of the solar wind interaction on the far flanks manifests itself in many
forms. The primary reason for interest is that this region has seldom been encountered by
spacecraft and the data obtained has been little analyzed. The ISEE 3 exploration of this
region in 1982 and 1983 (prior to injection into a heliocentric orbit to intercept Comet
Giacobini-Zinner) provided a valuable data set from a well-instrumented spacecraft. Other
reasons for interest are intrinsic to the nature of the solar wind interaction at these
distances downstream. Here the Mach number of the bow shock can become quite low,
enabling us to investigate the transition from subcritical to supercritical shock fronts. We
are also far from the leading edge of the foreshock, which allows us to observe the
evolution of foreshock turbulence and attempt to distinguish upstream effects from
phenomena that are integral with the shock structure. The geometry of this region is also
different from that of the well-studied subsolar bow shock. On the dayside, the shock
normal is nearly coaligned with the solar wind velocity, while on the flanks these two
vectors are nearly orthogonal. This produces a second degree of freedom in the upstream
shock parameters and also influences the trajectory of reflected particles parallel to the
shocksurface.The low Machnumberregimeis alsoimportantbecauseof the wealthof
numericalsimulationsthathavebeenperformedin thisparameterangeandwe havemade
useof theseresultsfor comparisonwith our spacecraftobservations.
In thefollowing sectionswepresentour resultsorganizedbyregion: foreshock,shockand
magnetosheath.Our studieshavealsosupplementedrelatedstudiesof shockphysicsin
otherareas(i.e.thesolarcorona)andwewill alsodiscussthesesecondarycontributions.
Foreshock
The extensive foreshock upstream of the Earth's bow shock, replete with turbulent plasma
wave emissions, ULF magnetic field turbulence, and back-streaming particles, has been the
subject of much study both to understand its intrinsic properties and to understand its
relationship to the bow shock. In the subsolar region of the shock, for quasiparallel
geometries, the foreshock and shock structures are intertwined as particles stream away
from the shock and create foreshock turbulence which is blown back into the shock. On
the far flanks we have a chance to try and view these effects decoupled, as the shock and
foreshock leading edge are now far apart. We are also detecting shocks at Mach numbers
near the limit where ion reflection begins to alter the magnetic field structure of the shock
ramp. While the fluxes of reflected ions may be too small to produce noticeable magnetic
field turbulence, they still have the potential to generate plasma waves. However, a new
difficulty arises from the geometry of the far flanks, where the shock normal is now nearly
orthogonal to the solar wind flow instead of coaligned.
As this research effort was getting underway, Greenstadt et al. [1991] presented an initial
overview of the flank shock data set and compared the magnetic field profiles of several
shocks with those found in weak, quasiparallel numerical shock simulations. These
examples showed that even at low shock normal angles (OBn) there was an absence of
significant ULF turbulence upstream. However, there was often a pronounced whistler-
like wavetrain either immediately upstream or downstream of the shock ramp. The
simulations indicated that wavetrains only occurred when the Alfven Mach number (MA)
exceeds 2.5, and this effect was corroborated in the flank shock data set. Clearly, this
whistler-like wavetrain is a structure produced by the shock itself, while ISEE 3 was
apparently too far downstream of the foreshock leading edge to detect strong ULF
turbulence produced by foreshock particle populations. The nearly laminar appearance of
the quasiparallelflank shocks illustrated quite a contrastwith the broad, turbulent
quasiparallelshocksof the subsolar region.
Greenstadt et al. [1992a] set out to investigate in more detail the controlling factors in
producing upstream particles by using broadband plasma wave emissions as a diagnostic
of their presence. They found that these low Mach number shocks still produced copious
amounts of plasma emissions upstream, but that the controlling factors were modified due
to the unusual shock geometry on the flanks. A new parameter was introduced to aid in
organizing the data--0Bx , the angle between the MF and the solar wind velocity (x in
GSE coordinates). In the subsolar region OBx and OBn are nearly equal, but they vary
independently on the flanks. For decreasing values of OBx it was found that the extent of
upstream plasma wave turbulence increased. Greenstadt et al. [1992a] concluded that this
was caused by particles reflected upstream of the spacecraft location convecting back
along the IMF with trajectories nearly parallel to the shock surface. Thus, nonlocal effects
were shown to be important in the plasma waves, although not in the magnetic field, and
upstream and reflected ion populations were still present without the ULF turbulence
characteristic of the subsolar foreshock.
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A discussion of the work on employing plasma waves in detecting the
presence of a shock foot appears in the next section.
ISEE 3 plasma wave data was also used to obtain a global view of the foreshock using a
wave amplitude mapping scheme devised for Venus [Crawford et al., 1993]. In this
scheme, the wave amplitude in a particular channel is plotted as a function of its position
in foreshock coordinates [Greenstadt and Baum, 1986] (distance along and depth behind
the foreshock leading edge) to create a relief map of the wave activity independent of the
orientation of the IMF. Greenstadt et al. [i993] presented a preliminary example of the
results using one ISEE 3 trajectory through the foreshock and wave amplitudes
corresponding to the electron plasma frequency (fpe) and compared the resulting map with
a similar one for Venus. At this stage the sampling spatial scale for Earth was still crude,
since this employed data from only one Earth pass, while the Venus map was based on
thousandsof PVO orbits. Yet, the terrestrialmapshowedthe muchgreaterscaleof the
Earth'sforeshockcomparedwith Venusandclearlydelineatedthe enhancedwaveactivity
in athin bandcorrespondingto theforeshockleadingedge. Thisbandof activity alsohad
a definiteterminationnear100Earthradii from the shocktangentpoint. Furtheranalysis,
unfinishedat the time of this writing, will includea secondISEE 3 foreshocktraversal.
Line plots of intensitypercentilesfrom both passesshowpronouncedmaximain median
andhigherintensitiesof wavepeaksat, andjust downwindfrom, the tangentIMF surface
to the shock,muchas in the Venus foreshock. It is hopedthat this approachwill be
extendedto includelower frequencywavesassociatedwith reflectedions. The foreshock
definedby the low frequencyplasmawavescan thenbe comparedwith that definedby
ULF structurein the magneticfield.
Shock
Greenstadt et al. [1992a] also addressed the problem of supercriticality in low Mach
number shocks. The critical Mach number occurs when the shock can no longer create
enough resistive dissipation, and must reflect a portion of the incoming ion flow.
Theoretically this Mach number is defined as the point when the downstream flow speed
exceeds the downstream acoustic speed as computed by the Rankine-Hugoniot relations.
The usual way of identifying supercritical shocks is by the presence of a downstream
"overshoot" and/or a "foot" to the shock ramp in the magnetic field profile. Some recent
research has looked into the transition from sub- to supercritical shocks by searching for
low fluxes of reflected ions in closed trajectories upstream of low Mach number shocks.
The problem is naturalIy the ability to detect ion beams at low densities, but results
indicate that the transition is not sudden and some reflected particles can be found even at
the lowest Mach numbers.
Plasma waves can be even more sensitive to superthermal particle populations than direct
particle detection, since they give rise to instabilities that cause the rapid growth &waves
to detectable amplitudes. Greenstadt et al. [1992a] used the ISEE 3 flank shock data set
as a source of low Math number shock profiles and searched for a plasma wave foot
immediately upstream of the shock ramp. It was found that most of the shocks were
actually supercritical using the theoretical criterion given above, but one example was
subcritical according to the Rankine-Hugoniot relations and many did not evidence a foot
in the magnetic field profile. This ostensibly subcritical shock had a substantial plasma
wave foot, showing that ion reflection was still taking place.
A more detailed study of the waves at and immediately downstream from the flank bow
shocks was conducted by Coroniti et al. [1993]. The wave amplitudes at even the
weakest shocks were found to be comparable with those found at high Mach number
subsolar shocks. When examined at the highest time resolution, the plasma wave spectra
revealed two modes in the mid-frequency band usually assigned to ion acoustic waves.
Previous observations, concentrating on lower time resolution data or limited parts of the
spectral band, identified only a single mode extending from approximately the electron
cyclotron frequency (Ice) to nearly the electron plasma frequency. The ISEE 3 results
clearly show two modes with different temporal characteristics and quite independent of
one another (the appearance of one mode is neither correlated or anti-correlated with the
other).
The higher frequency mode is usually found between 1.0 - 0.1 fpe, and is distinguishable
from narrowband electron plasma oscillations by its much broader bandwidth. These
waves are found at frequencies above that expected for electrostatic waves Doppler-
shifted by the solar wind and are outwardly similar to so-called "down-shifted" electron
plasma oscillations detected deep within the foreshock [Fuselier et al., 1985]. These
emissions are strongly polarized parallel to the magnetic field. Coroniti et al. [1993]
suggests that the instability generating these waves could arise from discontinuities in the
electron distribution function. Such discontinuities would be the result of contact along
the field lines between electron populations with different thermal characteristics. As
electron populations encounter the cross-shock electric field, a void develops in the low
energy region of the distribution function, which must be filled by scattering. With
insufficient time to be relaxed through thermalization, the discontinuity in the electron
distribution will produce an instability that can create waves at frequencies of a few tenths
of the plasma frequency.
More of a mystery is the lower frequency emission, which occurs with a peak near the ion
plasma frequency (ipi) between 100 and 300 Hz. This mode is often separated from the
higher frequency component by a pronounced spectral gap. Time series data shows that
this emission is extremely bursty with peak to valley ratios of 100 to 1000 occurring in
succeeding time samplings, unlike the smoother time profile of the high frequency
emissions which only display a spin-modulated ripple of less than an order of magnitude.
The burstiness of this emission renders polarization determinations difficult, but a slight
parallel polarization can sometimes be discerned. It is also impossible to distinguish any
festooningeffect causedby the responseof the antennasto waves with wavelengths
comparableto the antennalength[Gallagher, 1985]. What causesthesewavesis still not
known. We do not observeanyapparentfrequencycontrol byDoppler-shifting,although
the absenceof widebanddataon ISEE 3 makesdetailedspectralanalysisdifficult. The
lack of any influencein the wave frequencyby the value of the electron cyclotron
frequency,which oftenoccursin this band, suggests an instability with k parallel to B. A
parallel instability would more likely arise from variations in the electron distribution, but
participation by the ions cannot be disregarded.
Magnetosheath
When observed from a global perspective, the magnetosheath has also been found to have
new and interesting properties. Moses et al., [1992a] presented long time series data
showing several days of the ISEE 3 pass throught the magnetosheath and foreshock. The
sheath can be distinguished by the brightness of the broadband emissions there compared
with the foreshock, even in the quasiparallel region. The sheath also contains electron
plasma oscillations virtually throughout its extent toward the boundary with the tail lobe
over 150 R E downstream. This is quite surprising, since electron plasma oscillations are
commonly considered a foreshock phenomenon.
The cause and nature of the broadband emissions far downstream of the bow shock are as
yet unknown. Ion acoustic instabilities have been frequently envoked, but the difficulty of
generating these emissions with the known ion temperatures has not been satisfactorally
overcome. More needs to be learned about these emissions, and we have found a new
factor controlling the emissions that could be fundamentally important in understanding
their nature. A preliminary study [Moses et al., 1993] and detailed follow-up [Coroniti et
a/., 1994b] show that the direction of the magnetic field can have a significant effect on
the presence or absence of wave emissions throughout the magnetosheath. Occasionally
we noticed flank shocks without any waves at all immediately downstream and such
dropouts were also observed much further inside the magnetosheath. During these times
the wave amplitudes are reduced nearly to the instrument background. Surprisingly, these
dropouts correspond to times when the component of the magnetic field parallel to the
solar wind flow velocity (roughly the x-axis in GSE coordinates) goes to zero. No other
factor seems to control the waves and the dropout effect occurs for any orientation of the
magnetic field in the plane perpendicular to the flow. Occasionally a decrease in B x also
corresponds to a decrease in IBI, but this is not a prerequisite for a plasma wave dropout.
One reasonableexplanationfor this effectwould be Doppler-shiftingof low-frequency,
parallel-polarizedmodes. The searchfor evidenceof Doppler-shiftingprovednegative,
however,asthe peakfrequencyof thewavesdid not shift with intermediatevaluesof the
anglebetweenthe magneticfield andx (OBx). The overall amplitudes do decrease in any
given channel with intermediate values of OBx suggesting that this parameter must
influence the instability directly. We also do not observe an increase in amplitude with
decreasing frequency, that would be indicative of Doppler-shifting.
The only hypothesis that seems consistent is that the direction of the magnetic field is
controlling the nature of the connection of the field lines to the shock or magnetopause.
This would determine the characteristics of the counter streaming electron populations
that form the downstream distribution. When OBx is 900 the shocks at either end of the
field line are most likely to have similar properties (Mach number and shock normal
angle), while other values of OBx will lead to connection to shocks with differing
characteristics. It is reasonable to assume that the symmetric case will lead to electron
populations counterstreaming with nearly symmetric distributions, thus avoiding any
discontinuities in the distribution function that would cause an instability. Connection to
the magnetopause does not seem to be a factor, since this would only occur for large
values of By. Although sketchy, this scenario is the only one that fits the phenomenology;
however, its verification depends on detailed measurements of the electron distribution at
low energies, which are difficult to obtain.
Related Studies
One of the original motivations at TRW to study the flank bow shock crossings was to
apply the results to the ISEE 3/ICE encounter with Comet Giacobini-Zinner. Smith et al.
[1986] used the Rankine-Hugoniot relations to argue that the crossings of the solar wind
interaction regions of Giacobini-Zinner were low Mach number shocks, which was
consistent with the arguments of Scarlet al. [1986] and Kennel et al. [1986] that the
plasma wave phenomenology was indicative of shock crossings. These analyses were
based on examinations of data on long timescales and other studies questioned the
existence of an actual shock at Giacobini-Zinner. Moses et al. [1992] set out to examine
the plasma wave data at the highest possible resolution (0.5 s) and compare the wave
emissions with those found at weak flank shocks. At this resolution, it was hoped to be
able to associatevarious wave activity with ULF magnetic field turbulence which
dominatesthe structure of the interaction region. No strong correlations between
magneticfield structuresand plasmawave spectracould be found, althoughthe wave
spectra tended to becomemore complicated (multi-peaked)as the magnetic field
turbulencebecamemorenonlinear.Thehigh resolutionanalysisdid show,however,that
the samedivisionbetweenhighfrequencyandlow frequencyemissionsfoundin the flank
shockswasevidentin thecometwaves. Moses et al. [1992] argued that the similarity in
wave spectra probably arises from a similarity in microphysical processes in both cases.
Thus the wave generation mechanisms at the comet are produced by the deceleration and
compression of the solar wind associated with the ULF pulses (analogous to the processes
in the ramp of a weak shock) and not by instabilities dependent directly on picked-up
heavy ions.
In Moses et al. [1991] we applied some of the results from our low Mach number shock
studies to conditions that could be encountered by a spacecraft penetrating the solar
corona. Studies have been performed of missions designed to achieve heliocentric
distances of 4 solar radii. At these distances magnetohydrodynamic models predict that
the steady state solar wind is subsonic. But dynamic simulations show that low Mach
number shocks could develop under extreme conditions. The closest analogy to such
shocks in the corona would be quasiparallel bow shock crossings on the far flanks. We
had earlier illustrated that even the lowest Mach number shocks on the flanks could
produce magnetic field turbulence with 6B/B of order 1 and copious emissions of
broadband plasma waves. Solar corona shocks would be in the slow mode (sub-Alfvenic)
for ,6' << 1 and not likely to produce large magnetic oscillations, but on the far flanks large
amplitude turbulence was found even for fl = 0.4. We therefore concluded that the solar
corona could be expected to be extremely turbulent, with Doppler shifting caused by high
spacecraft speeds to result in magnetic oscillation amplitudes of order Gauss at
frequencies over 100 Hz. Again, using scaling arguments based on far flank shocks, we
predicted electric field oscillations could attain amplitudes of order volts/meter at
frequencies near 100 kHz. Such strong turbulence will also drive the plasma up to the
Alfven speed and produce nonthermal motions up to 200 krn/s, which is near to the
velocity fluctuations that have been deduced from radio scintillation and Lyman ot
measurements. To measure such wave activity would require specially designed
instrumentation, with dynamic ranges and sensitivities drastically different from those
previously flown.
Remarkablysimilar phenomenologyto the flanks shocks was also found in slow mode
shocks on the boundaries of the plasma sheet in the distant magnetic tail [Moses et al.,
1992b; Coroniti et al., 1994a]. As in the fast mode flank shocks, the broadband emissions
in the slow mode shocks were found to be made up of two independent wave modes. The
higher frequency mode also showed a strong parallel-polarization and exhibited a time
profile modulated by a low amplitude spin-ripple. The low frequency modes were much
burstier, with peak-to-valley ratios of 100 to 1000, and only a slight tendency toward
parallel polarization. It thus appears that we are observing similar microphysical processes
in distinctly different regions. Both the fast shocks and slow shocks have density
compressions and the electron distributions in the parallel directions are controlled by the
cross-shock electric field, but the magnetic field jumps, which should control the change in
the perpendicular components of the distributions, are in opposite directions. This again
points strongly to instabilities arising from free energy in the parallel component of the
distribution.
Conclusions
The study of the solar wind interaction region on the far flanks has proven quite fruitful
and has added to the understanding of processes in the foreshock, shock, and
magnetosheath. We have discovered new wave modes and seen how different magnetic
field geometries influence the presence and character of the waves. We have explored the
important boundary between subcritical and supercritical shocks and mapped the global
wave amplitudes in the foreshock. We have also applied the knowledge gained from the
far flank shocks to the magnetotail, comets, and the solar corona. Much more can still be
done both in exploring new phenomenologies and developing theories and models. This
study, in a small way, shows the value of sustained research on existing data sets and the
benefits &parallel investigations in related areas. Continued commitment to this mode of
research, and support of well-established scientific teams, would have added to the
advancement of scientific understanding in this field.
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APPENDIX A
On the Absence of Plasma Wave Emissions and the Magnetic Field Orientation in the
Distant Magnetosheath. (Preprint)
On the Absence of Plasma Wave Emissions and the Magnetic Field
Orientation in the Distant Magnetosheath
F. V. Coroniti, E. W. Greenstadt, S. L. Moses
TRW Space and Electronics Group
One Space Park, Redondo Beach, CA
B. T. Tsurutani and E. J. Smith
California Institute of Technology
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
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Abstract. In early September, 1983 ISEE-3 made a long traversal of the distant dawnside
magnetosheath starting near x = -150 RE downstream. The distant magnetosheath often contains
moderately intense plasma wave emissions at frequencies from several hundred Hz to 5 kHz.
However, over time scales of many days, a clear correlation exists between the occurrence of the
plasma waves and the cone angle (0xB) between the magnetic field and the plasma flow velocity (x-
direction). For OxB large (small), the plasma wave amplitudes are near background (high).
Sudden ( < 1 minute) changes in the local magnetic field orientation produce correspondingly
sudden changes in the wave amplitudes. Statistically, the wave amplitudes decrease continuously
with increasing 0xB.
Introduction
Numerous observations from spacecraft have established that the Earth's bow shock excites a
moderately intense band of plasma wave turbulence with frequencies between the ion and electron
plasma frequencies (the so-called ion acoustic waves), which extends throughout the subsolar
region of the magnetosheath [Rodriquez, 1978; Anderson et al., 1982; Onsager et al., 1989]. In
September, 1983 the ISEE-3 spacecraft made a traversal of the distant dawnside magnetosheath
starting about x = -150 RE and moving eastward [Greenstadt et al., 1990] and detected many long
intervals of wave excitation in the flank sheath similar to that in the subsolar sheath even at these
large distances from the bow shock. In addition, however, the ISEE-3 plasma wave instrument
also detected many abrupt dropouts in the plasma wave emissions between the tail magnetopause
and the flank bow shock. We report here for the first time these striking and rather curious
absencesof plasmawavesandtheircorrelationwith theorientationof themagnetosheathmagnetic
field.
Observations
TheISEE-3 measurementsbytheTRW/U.of Iowaelectricfield wavedetector[Scarfet al., 1978]
and the JPL magnetometer [Frandsen et al., 1978] presented here were made from 0000 to 1200
UT on both September 10 and 12 (days 253 and 255), 1983. During these intervals the spacecraft
was continously in the magnetosheath moving from x = -158 RE, y = -28 RE to x = -146 RE, y = -
33 RE (GSE). The x-y projection of the spacecraft's trajectory for this sheath pass is shown in
Figure 1. On September I0 (12), the magnetosheath flow speed varied from 500 to 600 km/s (400
to 500 km/s), the electron temperature was steady at 1.6 x 105 K, and the plasma density was in
the range of 4 to 5 cm -3 (measurements from the LANL plasma analyzer). Figure 2 presents the
measurements for September 12, 1983. The top panels display the 60-second average magnetic
field components and magnitude. The central color panel presents the peak electric field amplitude
(volts/meter) in the frequency channels from 100 Hz to 31 kHz which occurred during successive
60-second intervals. The next panel shows the magnetic field cone angle (0x.B)- the angle between
the x-axis (nominal magnetosheath flow direction) and the magnetic field. The bottom two panels
display the magnetic field longitude (defined so that 0 ° to 90 ° (-90 ° to 0 °) corresponds to Bx and
By having the same (opposite) signs), and the magnetic latitude.
Throughout this twelve hour interval plasma waves were almost continously excited in the
frequency band between 178 Hz and 3.1 kHz with the strongest signals occurring between 1.0 and
3.1 kHz. In addition intermittent bursts of electron plasma oscillations are evident in the 17 kHz
channel. However, there are definite intervals of a few minutes duration when the peak electric
field amplitude is near the background level of the wave instrument; clear examples are near 0020
UT, 0440 UT, 0650 UT, 0900 UT, and 1155 UT. In the magnetosheath and solar wind, the
average (over 60 s) electric field amplitude can be near background while the peak amplitude will
remain high; thus, a zero peak amplitude indicates the virtual absence of plasma waves.
The disappearance of the 178 Hz to 3.1 kHz wave emissions occurs when the magnetic cone angle
exceeds 60" and is typically above 75 ° . From the top panels in Figure 2, large cone angles
correspond to intervals in which Bx is small, while By and Bz have varying and comparable
values. In particular the magnetic field latitude did not exceed 45 ° to 60 ° during the wave
dropouts; since the ISEE-3 electric field antenna is in the ecliptic plane, a parallel polarized electric
field signal will not be detected if the magnetic latitude was near 90 ° . The first four and sixth
2
dropoutsoccurredduringsmallto moderatedepressionsin themagneticfield strength;howeverfor
thefifth andseventhdropouts,thefield magnitudewassteady.
Figure 3 presentsthe magnetic field and plasmawave measurementsfor 0000 - 1200UT on
September10, 1983. From 0000UT to 0400 UT and again from 0800 UT to 1200UT, the
magneticconeanglewasoften near90° or rapidly varied between60° and90°. Plasmawave
emissionsbetween178Hz and3.1kHz arevirtually absentduringtheseintervalsexceptfor brief
isolatedburstswhich occurwhentheconeangledropsbelow60°. Between0420UT and 0450
UT, the cone angledecreasedto about 40°, and fairly continuouswave emissionsdeveloped.
From 0600UT to 0800UT, theconeangleremainedbelow45° andstrongplasmawavesignals
weredetected;thecontinuityof thewaveemissionswasbrokenat0715UT by abrief increaseof
theconeangleto 80°. For this twelvehour period intermittentelectronplasmaoscillationsat 17
kHz werepresentduring intervalsof bothhigh andlow coneangles,andtheir occurrencedid not
exhibitanyclearcorrelationwith themagneticfield direction.
Figure 4 presentshigher resolution measurementsfor the interval 0150 UT to 0230 UT on
September12, 1983;themagneticfield is averagedover3 seconds,andtheelectricfield spectral
amplitude is unaveragedwith a resolutionof 0.5 s. At 0154UT the waveamplitudesdrop to
backgroundasBx decreases to approximately I nT and 0xB increases above 60 °. During the
wave dropout, the field magnitude stays constant, By changes sign, and a strong Bz > 0 results in
a high field latitude (approximately 70°). The wave dropout developed simultaneously in the
frequency channels from 316 Hz to 3.1 kHz, and there was no evidence that the wave amplitudes
swept downward (upward) in frequency as B x decreased (increased). At 0200 UT, a sharp drop
of Bx to near zero (0xB -- 75°), again at constant field strength, produced a rapid decrease in the
wave amplitudes. The cone angle remained high (0xB = 75 to 90 °) and wave amplitudes remained
low from 0200 to 0208 UT, except for brief low frequency wave burst and OxB < 60 ° dip at
0202:30 UT. Between 0208 and 0211 UT, 0xB varied in the range 60 ° to 75 °, and weak low
frequency waves were observed. Except for a short burst at 0212 UT, these emissions terminated
as Bx decreased to near zero at 0211 UT. From 0212 to 0220 UT, the field magnitude dropped to
quite low values, Bx remained near zero, and all wave amplitudes were at background. At 0220
UT, the field strength recovered, Bx jumped to become the dominant field component, OxB
decreased to 10 °, and the 1.0 kHz to 3.1 kHz wave amplitudes started to increase. The wave
amplitudes reached their previous (before 0154 UT) high levels after 0222 UT.
The temporal variations in the cone angle and plasma wave intensities on September 12, 1983 were
sudden, radical changes from moderate to high 0xB (Figure 2). Hence the question arises as to
whether the plasmawave amplitudesvary continuously with 0xB or simply cut-off for angles
above some threshold. Figure 5 presents a scatter plot of wave amplitude in the 1.78 kHz channel
versus cone angle for the same time period shown in Figure 2 (the amplitudes indicate peak values
in 1-minute intervals). The graph shows clear agreement with the general nature of the day's
events, with most points at high intensity when 0xB was usually below 40 ° and a much smaller
number of points at low intensity, or instrument sensitivity limit, when 0xB was less commonly
above 50% The apparent declining trend of intensity with angle, however, implies a continuous
rather than "on/off" relationship between the two quantities for all angles. The wide scatter could
be caused locally by several factors, such as the impulsive character of the plasma wave signals
and the rapid fluctuations of the cone angle.
Discussion
The above examples have clearly demonstrated that in the distant dawnside magnetosheath the
occurrence of plasma waves in the 316 Hz to 3.1 kHz band is associated with the local magnetic
field direction. This relationship held for the entire dawnside pass shown in Figure 1. We have
also observed the same anti-correlation between wave amplitude and high values of 0xB in the
duskside magnetosheath, but not in the upstream solar wind. The anti-correlation is so distinct that
the first inclination is to seek an instrumental explanation. The ISEE-3 antenna is in the ecliptic
plane, and thus electric fields which are perpendicular to the ecliptic are not measured. However,
even if the waves were polarized exactly parallel to the magnetic field, which is not at all clear or
even likely, the large cone angles, which imply Bx was small, usually occurred when By was quite
finite so that the magnetic field latitude did not exceed 450 to 60°; therefore, the cosine reduction in
the projected measured field amplitudes cannot explain the virtual disappearance of the wave
emissions.
If the wave polarization is strongly field-aligned, another conceivable explanation involves the
Doppler shift frequency COD= k-v, which would vary as cOs0xB. If the observed frequencies are
domnated by COD, the reduction of cOsOxB would shift the peak spectral amplitude to lower
frequencies; thus on the higher frequency, falling part of the spectrum, the amplitudes would
decrease, and the waves would appear to drop-out. However, in examining the temporal behavior
of the amplitudes in the various frequency channels during changes in 0xB (as in Figure 4), the
spectral peak does not shift to lower (higher) frequencies as 0xB increases (decreases). Hence we
conclude that the dropouts are not due to 0xB variations in the Doppler shift frequency.
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The absenceof an instrumentalor Doppler shift explanationleavesthepossibility that thewave
emissionsarecontrolledbyparametersnot includedin thisreportor bytheglobalconnectionof the
magneticfield to thebow shockand/ormagnetosphere.SinceISEE-3waswithin 20-30REof the
tail magnetopause,the localmagnetosheathfield linescould beinfluencedby thelocation,shape,
and/or reconnectionstateof the magnetotail. We have checkedon whether the plasmawave
dropoutsand turnonsdependon the signsof By and Bz, which could indicate a sensitivity to
reconnection-related magnetotail structure and By-tWist of the tail's orientation, and found no
obvious relation. Since dropouts occur when By = 0, the intersection of the field lines with the
magnetotail is not essential to produce the amplitude decreases. Thus we conclude that the wave
dropouts are not obviously produced by connection to the magnetosphere.
The wave dropouts can persist for many minutes to hours, which indicates that the large scale
structure of the magnetic field, not the small scale or local wiggles, is responsible for the absence
of wave emissions. When OxB is large, the nose region bow shock is in a quasiperpendicular
configuration over most of the region sunward of the terminator. Thus most of the magnetosheath
ions which flowed past the ISEE-3 spacecraft on September 10 and 12, 1983 crossed a
quasiperpendicular shock, and thus might be expected to possess at least the remnants of a
reflected ion or ring-type phase space distribution. Downstream of the terminator, the field lines
would typically intersect the weak flank shock surface in the quasiparallel configuration. Since the
magnetosheath electrons (ions) have thermal speeds of about 20 RE/min (0.5 RE/min) the local
electrons (ions) would (not) have passed through a quasiparallel shock. Furthermore the shock
strength at the two intersection points of the field line would be about equal, so that the distribution
function of the shocked electrons would tend to be symmetric with respect to the parallel velocity.
Thus the absence of plasma waves when 0xB is large may be caused by the symmetry of the
electron distribution in parallel velocity even if the local ion distribution contains remnants of the
ring-type structure produced by ion reflection.
When 0xB is small, the dawnside shock in the nose region is quasiparallel (quasiperpendicular) if
the magnetic field is in a Parker (anti-Parker) spiral configuration. We found that the plasma wave
emissions in the distant magnetosheath occur independently of the relative sign between Bx and By;
thus the waves are present for local magnetosheath ion distributions which have passed through
either a quasiparallel or quasiperpendicular shock. For small 0xB, both the shock strengths and
shock type at the two locations where the magnetic field line intersects the shock surface are very
different. Thus the local electron distribution, which is in thermal contact with the bow shock, is
likely to be asymmetric with respect to the parallel velocity.
5
In conclusion,oneidentified explanationwehavebeenunableto eliminatefor theobservedanti-
correlationof 0xB and plasma wave emissions is that when 0xB is small, the expected asymmetry
in the local electron distribution leads to plasma wave excitation, and when 0xB is large, the field
line connection to similar strength and type bow shocks results in a more symmetric electron
distribution which is stable to wave emissions. Clearly GEOTAIL electron and ion plasma
measurements will be able to test this possible explanation and/or provide a better one.
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FigureCaptions
Figure 1. ISEE 3's magnetosheathtrajectory for days 253-265, 1983. The heavy segments
represent10and12September,whenthespacecraftwasapproximately17-18.5RE abovethex-y
plane.
Figure 2. ISEE-3measurementson0000UT to 1200UT on September12, 1983. The upper
panelspresenttheone-minuteaveragecomponentsand magnitudeof the magnetic field. The
centerpanel is a color-codeddisplayof theplasmawaveelectricfield amplitudes(volts/m) from
100Hz to 31.6kHz. Thebottompanelspresenthecalculatedmagneticfield coneangle(0xB)and
the longitudeandlatitudeof thefield asdefinedin the text. Cleardropoutsin theplasmawave
amplitudesoccurwhen0xB approaches 90 °.
3. ISEE-3 measuremets on 0000 UT to 1200 UT on September 10, 1983, in the same format as
Figure 2. Plasma wave amplitudes are high only when the cone angle is below 40 ° .
Figure 4. High time resolution measurements from 0150 UT to 0230 UT on September 12, 1983.
The bottom (top) panels display the measured (calculated) magnetic field components and
magnitude (magnetic angles). The center panel shows the plasma wave spectral amplitude from
178 Hz to 3.16 kHz. Sudden changes in 0xB result in sudden changes in the wave amplitudes.
Figure 5. A scatter plot of the plasma wave electric field amplitude (volts/m) versus cone angle for
the 0000 - 1200 UT interval on September 12, 1983. Although the scatter is large, the decrease of
wave amplitudes with increasing cone angle is clear.
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WEAK, QUASIPAtLALLEL PROFILES OF EARTH'S BOW SHOCK:
A COMPARISON BETWEEN NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
AND ISEE 3 OBSERVATIONS ON THE FAR FLANK
E. W. Greenstadt 1, F. V. Coroniti _,5. L. Moses 1, B. T. Tsurutani 7
N. Omidi 3, K. B. Quest 3, and D. Krauss-Varban 3
Abstract. Over 200 crossings of the distant downwind
flanks of Earth's magnetosonic bow shock" by ISLE 3
included many cases of weak, or low Mach number,
quasiparallel shocks. A consistent feature of the magnetic
field profiles was the presence of large amplitude, near
periodic to irregular transverse oscillations downstream
from even the weakest Q I shocks. Large downstream
perturbations with whistler-like features similar to those
of the observations appear in one-dimensional simula-
tions when M_, > 2.5 but not when M^ = 2.1. The ob-
served cases wath downstream waves also occurred when
M, > - 2.5, suggesting the importance of the Alfv_n as
opposed to magnetosonic Mach number in determining
the signature of weak, Q i shocks.
Introduction
We present observations of weak, quaslparallel bow
shoc_ exhibiting large amplitude, downstream oscilla-
tions compatible with those of new numerical simulations
of quasiparallet shocks that, although weak (low magneto-
sonic Mach numbers MMs), have moderate Atfv_n Mach
numbers (MA) and downstream wavetrains. The terms
quasiparallet (Q_) and quasiperpendicular (Q_) refer to
planar shocks whose normal makes an angle %, < 45 ° or
> 45 ° from the up,stream field B,. We use the term
"weak," rather than low Mach number," to describe the
shocks of interest here. No local plasma ion data from
which to approximate magnetosonic Mach numbers MMs
were available from ISEE 3 at the time of the flank
observations. Estimates of magnetosonic Mach numbers
would have to assume a "typical" ion temperature, say T.
= T/2, and project the approximate solar wind electror_
velocxties along the local normals. However, the upstream
solar wind's electron parameters can be determined only
when the spacecraft was outside the shock, so the instan-
taneous projected velocities, hence projected Mach
numbers, especially for crossings that exit the magneto-
sheath, cannot be certain, and the speed of the shock it-
self, also necessary for determining its instantaneous
Mach number, is unknown from ISEE 3's single-space-
craft crossing times. Instead of instantaneous Mach
numbers, we have adopted the ratio of downstream to
upstream field magnitudes M B = BJB, as a measure of
shock strength approximating the true Mach number in
Q_,_, but underestimating it in Q I, geometry [Kennel et aL,
1985]. In many of the over 200 flank crossings, M B has
been found to be the same or within one or two tenths of
the projected M supporting the adoption of M B as aMS _ ,
practical tool for estimatmg shock strengths--w_th appro-
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priate caution. Regardless of these generalized caveats,
the observed and numerical examples in this report had
comparable values of MB.
We describe the observationl context of weak, Q u
shocks and our sources of shock data, present examples
illustrating the unusual natural wave signatures, compare
them with new simulation results, and discuss the outcome
for the first few selected cases.
Context
The small sampling of naturally occurring weak, Qa.
shocks previously reported has produced some surprising
results, most notably evidence of reflected, nonlaminar
ion populations [Bavassano-Cattaneo et aL, 1986; Green-
stadt and Mellott, 1987] and ion heating [Thornsen et at.,
1985]. With renewed interest in weak shocks, simulators as
well as observers have independently been extendino
their results toward the less documented classes of Q_
and weak shocks, especially the rarely recorded weak, Q a
combination [Mandt et aL 1986; Omidi et aL 1990].
Until recently, the largest number of weak, Q I shocks
recorded by satellite was a subset of interplanetary events
encountered by ISEE 1,2,3 [Tsurutani et aL, 1983; Russell
et aL, 1983] and Helios [Richter et al., 1986]. High resolu-
tion profiles were described by Tsurutani et aI. and Rus-
sell et aI., who found their examples populated by two
kinds of precursors in low and high Mach number cases
(M > 1.5): regular, near periodic oscillations of the char-
acter of whistler mode waves (at low M), and irregular,
broadband waves of linear polarization, whose amplitudes
increased in Q I geometry (at high M). The whistlers oc-
curred solely upstream from their corresponding shocks;
the irregular waves appeared both up- and downstream
from the shocks, and were seen to be larger downstream.
Later, Mandt et aL attempted to simulate the interplane-
tary examples of Russell et al. case by case. Their profiles
mimicked the appearance of an upstream whistler case,
and also showed some additional irregularity in the pro-
files of other cases, albeit without the enhancement of
wave amplitudes downstream, but tended to exhibit rela-
tively regular waves in all examples. Both observed and
simulated whistlers led from upstream into, but never
further than, the tops of the shock ramps.
Lately, Ornidi et al. [1990] ran numerical experiments
on weak, Q I shocks using a hard reflecting wall to form
the shock. Their simulations produced two types of up-
stream wavetrains: initially phase standing dispersive
whistlers, subsequently replaced near the shock by larger
amplitude, longer wavelength whistlers . These later
waves were generated by a resonant ion beam instability
with group speed V -- 2.5V^.
ISEE 3 frequeJtly recorded Q I crossings along the
distant flank with trains of large, primarily transverse
oscillations downstream from the clear shock jump in the
field magnitude, but with an almost total absence of such
oscillations upstream, in contrast with earlier observations
and with the Ornidi et al. [1990] simulation. We therefore
searched for bow shock examples whose plasma parame-
ters were close to those of the simulations and looked for
simulation profiles that might imitate the examples.
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POSSIBLE WAVE AMPLITUDES IN SHOCKS IN THE SOLAR CORONA:
PREDICTIONS FOR SOLAR PROBE
S. L. Moses, F. V. Coroniti, and E. W. Greenstadt
TRW Space and Technology Group, Redondo Beach, California
B. T. Tsurutani
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California
Abstract. Shocks and Alfven turbulence are frequently
invoked as mechanisms to heat the Solar corona and accelerate
the solar wind. A primary objective of the Solar Probe Mission
is to detect and characterize these nonthermal dissipation and
energization processes. Although the solar wind in the corona
is usually assumed to be sub-Alfvenic, temporal and spatial
variability in the plasma parameters could lead to conditions
under Which weak, fast mode shocks might form. ISEE 3 data
from the flanks of the Earth's bow shock show that even low
Mach number, quasi-parallel shocks generate large-amplitude
Alfven turbulence with 3B/B of the order of I, and intense
high-frequency electrostatic plasma waves. Using a model of
the corona and scaling parameters to those expected in the
regions to be traversed by Solar Probe (r >__4 Rs) , we suggest it
is possible that such shocks might produce Alfven turbulence
with magnetic field amplitudes up to the order of 0.1 G and
electric field amplitudes up to the order of 1 V/m; electrostatic
waves near 100 kHz may have amplitudes of 0.I V/m. Since the
shock-generated Alfven waves would be Doppler shifted to
frequencies of a few kilohertz because of the high spacecraft
velocity at perihelion, detection of these waves imposes severe
requirements on the designs of plasma wave and magnetic field
sensors on Solar Probe.
I. Introduction
Determination of the physical processes which heat the solar
corona and accelerate the solar wind is a major objective for the
planned Solar Probe Mission. Many of the proposed coronal
heating and acceleration mechanisms involve interactions with
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves and shocks (a thorough
review is given by Narain and Ulmschneider [1990]). Very low
frequency Alfven waves may be generated by the 5-min
photospherle oscillations and/or convection turbulence
[Hollweg, 1983]. Coronal shocks can be excited by impulsive
mass flows, diverging flow geometries, and/or local momentum
addition [Habbal and Tsinganos, 1983]; such shocks are expected
to have low Alfven Mach numbers and to be in the quasi-
parallel reglme. These theories are supported by observational
evidence of turbulence in the solar corona. Withbroe et al.
[1985] analyzed Lyman _ emissions in the region 2.8-4 R s and
found evidence for nonthermal motions with velocities _v =
50-90 km/s. Radio scintillatioii measurements indicate a peak
in the coronal random motions of _v = 200 km/s near 10 R s
[Ekers and Little, 1971; Coles et al., 1978].
Within 10 R s the solar wind in the corona is normally assumed
to be sub-Alfvenic and low B. Therefore standing weak shocks
should be on the slow mode branch and are unlikely to produce
much hydrodynamic wave turbulence. Propagating fast mode
shocks could be driven by rapid changes in the configuration of
the lower corona, and these shocks could exceed the critical
Copyright 1991 by the American Geophysical Union
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switch-on Alfven Mach number, above which shocks are
expected to excite large-amplitude Alfven turbdlence. In any
case, much is still not known about coronal plasma parameters,
particularly on small scales, and it may be reasonable to expect
that local temporal and spatial variations may produce weak,
fast shocks. However, the primary purpose of this paper is
neither to debate the existence nor to explore the physical
consequences of weak, fast shocks in the solar corona, but to
point out that in attempting to measure the properties of such
shocks, the Solar Probe instrumentation will be severely tested.
At Earth, low Mach number, quasi-parallel shocks generate
large-amplitude, hlgh-frequency Alfven turbulence and
intensive plasma wave emissions, and we suggest that similar
shocks might produce extended regions of large-amplitude
Alfven and plasma wave turbulence in the solar corona. In this
paper we scale the terrestrial shock measurements to coronal
parameters, and we argue that in order to properly charcterize
such phenomena, significant improvements on current
instrument designs will be necessary for Solar Probe.
In section 2 we present one particular model of coronal shock
formation to obtain an estimate of likely shock parameters.
Section 3 presents cases from the ISEE 3 crossings of the far
flanks of the Earth's bow shock that fit these parameters and
discusses the character of the wave activity found downstream.
In section 4 we scale the turbulence in the magnetosheath to
predict the amplitudes and frequencies of wave emissions in the
regions to be encountered by Solar Probe. In section 5 we
discuss the impact of these results on the scientific requirements
of the Solar Probe mission, and this is followed by a brief
summary.
2. Coronal Shocks
Kopp and Holzer [1976] showed that additional critical points
can appear near the base of the corona when the rate of
divergence of flux tube area with increasing radial distance is
greater than r2; Holzer [1977] extended this result by showing
that additional points could also be obtained by localized heat
and momentum addition to the flow. For flows with multiple
critical points, Habbal and Tsinganos [1983] proposed that
shocks could develop in the solar wind flow; later Habbal and
Rosner [1984] and Habbal [1985] found solutions involving
standing shocks in the near-Sun solar wind flow. Recently Leer
and Holzer [1990] have argued that standing shocks are
extremely unlikely for the plasma parameters expected in
coronal holes. However, smaller-scale structural variability in
either the magnetic field configurations or the plasma
parameters might produce shocks, which need not stand in the
solar wind flow but propagate in the corona.
Figure 1 presents some results from hydrodynamic simulations
of the solar corona contained in Figure 3 of Habbal and Rosner
[1984]. Each of the panels in Figure 1 depicts the density
profile of the solar wind within 6 R s. The top panel shows the
steady state configuration which develops when momentum is
applied to the flow gradually (rise time of 2 x 104 s) and creates
a standing shock. The magnitude of the density jump of this
shock, n2/nl, is approximately 2. The middle panel shows a
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to quasi-parallel. [n the supercritical regime we examine how the
overshoot evolves with the shock normal angle, and finally, fi_r both
suberitical and supemritical shocks, we cxamlne the effect of the
interplanetary field dlrcction on the magnitude and structure of the non-
copl:lnarily componenl Of the magnetic field in the shock ramp.
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Unusually Distant Bow Shock Encounters at Times of Very
Low Mach Number
T L 2_ang (Space Research Instlmte, Graz, Austria)
(Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics,
University of Californla Los Angeles, Ca 90024-1567; 3 tO-g25-
31sg; Interneectrussell @ igpp.ucla.edu)
"/'hedlstanee of the bow shock from a planetary obstacle is
determined by the compressibility of the plasma and the Math
number of the flow. When the Much number is low the plasma
is only weakly compressed and the shock must move away from
the planel in order for all the shocked plasma t0 move around the
planet. Spreiter et al. [1966] provided a simple relationship for
thisstandoff distance for gasdynamic flows in terms of the Macb
number at infinityand the polytropic index and testeditfor Math
numbers from 5 to 100. We have examined Pioneer Venus data
at times when the interplanetary magnetic field is strong and as
a consequence the magnetosonic Mach number approaches unity.
At these times the Venus bow shock becomes very dynamic and
is encountered far upstream of its expected location, based on the
earlier gasdynamic simulations at higher Math numbers. These
observations indicate that it iS impoaant to extend the
simulations, particularly MHD simulations to lower Math
numbers. Also caution should be used in interpreting distant bow
shock locations as evidenco for planetary magnetic fieldswhen
the Math number of those distant shocks is unknown,
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Analysis of the Neptune Bow Shock
A. Szabo (MIT Center for Space Research, Cambridge. MA
02139)
R. P. Lopping (NASA Goddard Space Right Center, Cede 692,
Greenbelt, Md 20771)
During Voyager 2's approach to Neptune, the spacecraft crossed
a high Math number ( M = 26 ) and high 13 ( 15 = 6 ) bow shock.
Preliminary calculations (Szabo e! al., A.G.U. Abstract Spring
1991 Meeting. EO_...FF.SApril 23, 1991.) depended on the assumption
of a perpendicular shock normal to the local interplanetary mag-
netic field 0blF). Using the non-linear least squares technique of
Vinas and Scudder (Vinas and Scudder, J. G_o_s. Re= 9 _ 39
(1986)), we determined that the angle between the bow shock nor-
mal and the IMF as g40 +/- 8*, validating the previous assumption.
Also the bulk motion of the shock was determined to be 15 +/- I0
km/s moving away from the planet, towards the Sun. With the
knowledge of the bulk speed of the shock, the scale length of the
foot and ramp of the shock can be calculated and compared with
theoretical values. Similarly, the asymptotic plasma and magnetic
field parameters are obtained showing a good agrecmcm with the
idealized Rankine-Hugonoit shock jump conditions.
The same in depth analysis is carded out for the outbound
crossings of the Neptune bow shock. In addition, all of the Nep-
tune results am compared to the newly evaluated Uranian shock
parameters.
This work supported in pan by NASA contract 76294.
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Highly Structured Langmuir Wave Emissions Observed Upstream
of the Venusian Bow Shock
(3 B Homodarsky. D A Gumett, W S Kurth, (Department of
Physics and Astronomy, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA
52242; 319-335-1696; SPAN: IOWAVE::Hospodaraky)
S J BORon 0PL, Pasadena, CA), M Ydvelson, and R Strangeway
(both at UCLA, Los Angeles, CA)
A series of highly structured Langmuir waves produced by energetic
electrons streaming into the solar wind from the Veoudan bow
shock have been captured using widchand electric field
measurements on the Galileo spacecraft during the flyby of Venus
on February 10, 1990. The wideband sampling system on Galileo
provides digital electric field waveform measurements at sampling
rates up to 201,600 samples per second, This data provides much
higher resolution waveform measurements than any previoos
instrument of this type. The main Langmuir wave emission occurs
near the local electron plasma frequency, which was approximately
43 kHz. Large downshifts and up=hilts in the emission frequency
are observed, sometimes by as much as 20 Idtz. The down=hilts
are correlated with the downstream distance from the magnetle field
line tangent to the bow shock. The Langmuir wave bursts have a
great deal of fine structure, with many intense burst observed on
time scales as short as one millisecond, corresponding to spatial
scales of a few tens of Dcbye lengths. The origin of the fine
StruClure and Ihc shifts in frequency will be discussed.
SH4IA-8 083Bh POSTER
Strong Langmuir Turbulence in Jupiler's Forcshock?
vLw,.L.K_Cai. 'D1_ (Department of Physics and Astronomy, University
of Iowa, lowa City, IA 522#,2; 319-335-1696; CAIRNS@
IOWAVE.PHYSICS.UIOWA.E.DU)
Peter A Robinson (School of Physics and Research Center for
Theorctical Astrophysics, University of Sydney, NSW 2006,
Australia)
While Langmuir waves are observed in all planetary fore=hocks,
there is no theoretical consensus on the nonlinear processes limiting
the wave growth. One significant difficulty involves Gumett et al.'s
UGR, 86, 8833, 1981] Langmuir wave packets with very small
scale sizes - 100X e in Jupiter's fore=hock. Although reminiscent of
strong turbulenee collapse, Gurnott et ;3.1. could not prove that the
waves packets met Ire collapse threshold. Strong turbulence theory
has progressed significantly in recent years. Here we assess
whether Gumett ¢l al.'s observations are consistent with the new
nucleation scenario for Langmuir wave coIlapse. Theoretical
constraints on the fields and scale sizes of collapsing wave packets
are summarized and placed in a form suitable for easy comparison
with Voyager and Ulysses data. A new constraint is developed for
collapse in the presence of background density fluctuations that
disrupt the wave packet. The following conclusions are reached
following review of the published data and instrument
characteristics. (1) Wave packets formed from the observed large-
seaic fields cannot collapse if formed at the nucleation scale because
they are disrupted before they can collapse. (2) Striot constraints on
the wave packet fields exist; E(I. < 1000X,,) > I mVm "t, even if
a new formation preens= can be found. (3) The publisbed wave
packets have fields much smaller than those required for collapse.
(4) Collapse remains possible for at most a fraction of wave packets.
(5) Explanations other than strong turbulence collapse must apply to
the majority of observed wave packets. Means for testing these
conclusions using Voyager and Ulysses data are suggested.
SH41A-9083Bh POSTER
A Study of Langmuir Waves Upstream from Uranus' Bow Shock
S X'ue , I H Calms, and D A Gumett (Department of Physics and
Astronomy, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242;
319-335-1696)
C W Smith ('Bartol Res. Inst., Newark, DE 19716)
During the Voyager 2 flyby of Uranus on 23-26 Ianuar 7 1986,
strong electron plasma oscillations (Langmuir waves) were dells:led
by the plasma wave instrument near 1.78 kHz prior to the inbound
bow shock crossing. The Langmuir waves occurred in sporadic
bursts for about one day until the spacecraft eventually crossed the
bow shock at 0730 on 24 January 1986. The regions of space
upstream of the shock can be divided into the undisturbed solar
wind, the electron foreshock populated by energetic electrons, and
the ion foreshock populated by energetic ions. The distance of the
spacecraft upstream from the electron foreshock boundary can be
calculated using the measured magnetic field and the spacecraft
position together with a nominal shock model. This distance is
called Diff. Using Langmuir wave bursts, changes in Diff, and the
magnetic field direction, intervals have been identified when
Voyager 2 was in the solar wind, electron foreshock, and the ion
fore=hock. These data are used to investigate the consistency of the
standard model for Langmuir wave generation, as well as the
implications of the observations for the position, shape, and modon
of the bow shock.
SH41A-10_30h POSTER
Plasma Wave Activity fn Ire Deep Magnetosheath ]aside the Far
Flanks of the Earth's Bow Shock
_., L Moses, E, W. Greenstadt, F. Y. Coroniti, fTRW Space and
Technology Group, One Space Park R1/2020, Redondo /leach
CA 90278. 310-812-0075)
We prescnl ISEE-3 plasma wave (pw) and magnctic field data
from trsvcrsals or the upstream region I00 Rigor so downwind
from the subsolar bow shock, Upstream plasma wave activity is
strongly controlled by the direction of the interplanetary
magnetic field with the same sharp ap0earances and disappear.
anees familiar in studies of ULF waves in the fore=hock, l]oth
involve backslreaming ion populations whose trajectories are
governed by field connection and disconnection to some parts of
the bow shock surface. While the upstrCSm ULF turbulence iS
not as great as it is in front of the Earth, the plasma wave
amplitudes are as intense as those seen near the shock subsolar
point. The sensitivity of plasma wave detcctlon gives pw signals
a potential role in diffcrentlat;ng between passage of ULF
_,growlh regions and sudden immersions in fully developed fore-
_ock activity.
....)
SH41A-12_30h POSTER
Evidence for the Parametric Decay of lligh Frequency
('lllz') Whistler Waves in the Earth's Foreslmek
M, L. Goldstein (both at Laboratory for Extraterrestrial Physics,
Code 692 NASA-Geddard Space Flight Center, Greenbolk MD
20771; 301-286-6221 u2afv@lepafv.gsfc.nasa.gov; 301-286-
7828, u2mlg@cdc910b2.gsfc.nasa.gov)
We have applied the theory of parametric instabilities recently
presented by Vifias and Goldstein (199In,b) to observations of high
frequency magnetic fluctuations made by Hoppe et aL [1982].
These ob._ervations shows high frequency magnetic field
fluctuations near the I Hz range of right hand polarized waves in
the plasma frame propagating against the solar wind parallel to the
mean rrtagnedc field. The waves are oonvected by the solar wind so
that they are observed by the spacecraft as left-hand polarized. In
the solar wind flame, the fluctuations are circularly polarized in the
plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Our analysis
indicates that these fluctuations are unstable to the parametric decay
instability. For this calculations we have extended the linear theory
of parametric instabilities of a large amplitude, circularly polarized,
dispersive wave for oblique propagation to the high frequency
regime by including the electron inertia terms.
Hoppe, M. M., C '1". Russell, T. E. Eastman, and L. A. Frank.
Characteristics of the ULF waves associated with upstream ion
beams, J. Geophys. Re=., g7, 643, 1982.
Vifias, A. F. and M. L. Goldstein, Paramct.r'ic instabilities of
circularly polarized, large amplitude, dispersive Alfv_n waves: -
excilation of parallel propagating electromagnetic datightor
waves, J.Plasma Phys., 46, 107, 1991a.
Vifias. A. F. and M. L. Gold=rein, Parametric instabilities of
circularly polarized, large amplitude, dispersive Alfv_n waves:
excitation of obliquely propagating daughter and sideband
waves, J.Plasmo Phys.,,.16, 129, 199Ih.
SH41A-130830h POSTER
Plasma Wave Dependence on the Shock Normal Angle
In the Earth's Bow Shock
N Sekopke and R A Treumanp (Max-Planck-lnstitut far
extraterrestriscbe Physik, 8046 (;arching, Germany}
The spectra ofelectrlc plasma waves in the vicinity of the Earth's
Bow Shock wave have been investigated with emphasis on the de-
pendence of their intensities on the shock normal angle 0Bn. It
is found that the plasma wave intensity is a sensitive function of
#Bn- It is useful to dlstingui=h between two different freqnencv
hands, the upper containing the electron plasma waves, the lo',,,-e'r
the ion acoustic wa'.'e hand. It= quasl-perpendlcular shocks the
wave Intensity in these two bands exhibits strong differences in
dependence on the position of the satellite with respect to the
shock and the fore=hock region. A low frequency modulation of
the plasma wave emissions is observed.
SH41A-t4_3_h POSTER
Whistler Waves nnd Isotroplzatlon of Shock Electrons
19 Kranss-Varbi, B (ECE, University of California, San Diego, La
Jolla, CA 92093, 619-534-gsg3)E. J. Smith (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91 I09, 818-
354-224g)
Numerical tools such a.s the hybrid code have helped advance
We present condensed, color spectrograms or plasma wave (pw) our understanding of the ion physics in collislonless shocks to a
data, together with magnetic field records collected during high level of sophistication in recent years. However, since such
?;gs_t s _:::Eth3 e _r°_g_elsmEalgnet.os.h_.th far do w .... d (> t ealculat .... do not resolve electron kinetic e_ects, there i ..... id-
g .... 'provide lb. first" p ...... :w_sra0J;c'coryssaneacttin;sSTfettrh°c Jerable less theoretical insight ....... ins electron th .... lizatlon,
nightslde magneto=heath both parallel and transverse to the tall | heating, and acceleration. We have performed a series of test par-
axis. Magnesosheath plasma wave levels are intense even ]tielecalculationsofsuprathermalelectronswhichmoveinhyhrid.
though the plasma observed by tb¢ spacecraft may at times have |code generated fields of a quasi-perpendicular shock. The shock
flowed from the subsolar shock over 100 Earth radii forward |layer and downstream distribution functions are eva
from ISEE 3's position. Oceasiona interrupt on= of thc pw aerie- I , luated, and
- - . /ansooateo mstabdlties an well a.snon-adiabatlc behavio
try may nave oeen related to the geometry of the n erp ane pry / . , . ur are dis-
magnetic field as conveeted to the spacecraft through the ]cussedm thehghtofrecentsatelhteohservations. Such measure-
magnetosheath. / ments indicate that the energetic electrons attain a nearly isotropic
_." distrihutlon by the time they reach the overshoot. In this work
,, we concentrate on whistler waves that are thought to be excited
_41A-11 _83_h POSTER "_ by the anisotropy of the elect ..... they enter the high magnetic
field region. The generation of these waves as wet1 u the ensu-
Plasma Wave Actl*ity Outside the Far Flank= or the Earlh's _ ins pitch-angh scattering are studied using a full particle code.
Bow Shock / Our results indicate that the
suprathermal electrons scatter in the
E. W. Greenstadt, ,_ L _ F. V. Coroniti. (TRW Space and | whistler waves generated by the thermal (core) population, on a.
cATeChn°l°gY90278,310-$12-0075)Gr°up'One Space Park RI/2020, Redondo Beach |/ time scale much faster than the drift time through the shock. We
E. J. Smith (Jet Propulsion Labnratory, California lnslitute or _ propose that this mechanism is responsible for the observed near
Technology, 4800 Oak Grove Drive. Pasadena. CA 91109, 8 IS-| isotropy of the suprathcrmal electrons once they have reached the
354-2248) overshoot.
B
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Plasma Wave Profiles of Earth's Bow Shock at Low Mach Numbers:
ISEE 3 Observations on the Far Flank
E. W. GRE_NSTADT, F. V. CORON'n, AND S. L. MosEs
Electromagnetic Technology Department, TRW, Redondo Beach, California
E. J. SMrrH
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California
The Earth's bow shock is weak along its diatant flanks where theprojected component of solar wind
velocity normal to the hyperboloidal surface is only a fraction of the total free stres.m velocity, severely
reducing the local Math number. We present a survey of selected crossings far downstream from file subsolar
shock, delineating the overall plasma wave (pw) behavior of a selected set of nearly perpendicular crossings
and another set of limited Math number but broad geometry; we include their immediate upstream regions.
The result is a generalizable pw signature, or signatures, of low Mach number shocks and some likely impli-
cations of those signatures for the weak shock's plasma physical processes on the flank. We find the data
consistent with the presence of ion beam interactions producing noise ahead of the shock in the ion acoustic
frequency range. One subcritical case was found whose pw noise was presumably rela/ed to a reflected ion
population just as in stronger events. The presence or absence, and the amplitudes, of pw activity are
explainable by the presence or absence of a population of upstream ions controlled by the component of
interplanetary magnetic field normal to the solar wind flow.
INTRODUCTION
The collisionless, high 13(-1) shock hi a magnetized plasma
is in general a complicated phenomenon, but it should appear in
its simplest manifestations when the Mach number is low. At
its weakest, the shock has been assumed for years to display a
smooth steplike jump or a dispersive wave profile, with modest
jumps of magnetic field and density Imlikely to disrupt the
laminar flow of plasma from upstream to downstream states,
while bestowing on it a mild temperature increase [Auer et al.,
1971; Mellott, 1985]. Relatively clean profiles of low-M shocks
were in fact obtained analytically and experimentally two
decades ago, but cases were necessarily simplified to achieve
both analytic solutions and reproducible laboratory results IT/d-
man and Krall, 1971; Robson, 1969].
Satellite measurements in space plasmas offered the first
opportunities to observe nature's solutions to the collisionless
shock problem and to test the validity of theory- and
laboratory-bound simplifications, but low-M shocks have turned
out to be relatively scarce in the accessible extraterrestrial
environment where most missions have gone. The Earth's bow
shock is commonly strong (M > 5) in its subsolar region, where
the great bulk of natural shock observations have been made,
although solar wind variability has occasionally produced low-
M conditions. Interplanetary shocks launched by solar activity
or coronal inhomogeneities are often weak (tl,/ ~ 2), but they
are encountered unsystematically and pass deep space probes
too fast to reveal their structures to any but the fastest instru-
ments and sampling systems. Neve:_heless, interest in, and the
importance of documenting, weak shocks has motivated investi-
gators to collect and examine the svailaole events, with some-
what surprising results: The presumably simplest (or borderline
Copyright 1992 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 91JA03049.
0148-0227/92/9 IJA-03IM9$05.00
simplest) of shock displays have inch_ded nonlaminar cases
with unexpected heating [Thomson eta'., 1985] and unantici-
pated magnetic and plasma wave profile.s compatible with the
presence upstream of small numbers of reflected ions not
always detectable by panicle instruments [Greenstadt and Mel-
lott, 1987; Mellott and Greenstadt, 1988].
The chief indirect evidence for reflected ions has been the
occurrence of elevated plasma wave (pw) signals between 10
Hz and 3 kHz, in the range of lower hybrid and ion acoustic
frequencies in the otherwise undisturbed interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) immediately outside of low-M shock ramps. The
signals are attributable to ion beam instability and are detect-
able because of the relatively high sensitivity of pw detectors to
waves produced by even low densitie: of counter-streaming
protons. The number of cases on which the pw evidence has
been based has been small, however, but study has recently
begun on a massive collection of weak shock observations
made by ISEE 3 during its repeated crossing of the downwind
bow shock in 1982 and 1983. The collection contains mostly
low-M shocks because much of the sat,fllite's time was spent
where the weakened bow shock approaches its asymptotic
Math cone far downwind from Earth [Greenstadt et al., 1990].
The purpose of this report is to confirm and enlarge the earlier
results with a more comprehensive, although still preliminary
survey of cases covering a range of local Mach numbers and
IMF orientations, from quasi-perpendicular (Q.t) to quasi-
parallel (QIt).
The sections immediately following describe our form of
data presentation, scheme of case selection, and method of
defining shock strength and then present our examples and dis-
cuss our interpretation of them.
DATA PRESENTATION
Shock SubseL7
The pool of I10 shock crossings described by Greenstadt et
al. [1990] has been augmented, with the help of J. T. Gosling
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Solar Wind and IMF Control or the Magnetopause In a
Tsyganenko Model with Tall Warping
(Hughes s'rx Corporation. at _tqKA/GSFC)
N A Tsyganenko (St Petersburg Seato University, RUSSIA. and
Laboratory for Exh'-aU:rmsh'ialPhysics. N2'fa#VGSFC)
S A Cunts and D P Stem (Laboratory for ExtraterrestrialPhysics.
NP6#VGSFC)
M V Malkov (Polar C,cophyslcal Institute,Apatiry, RUSSIA)
A new faml]y of Tsygancnko g7 models incorporating plasma sheet
warping effects,and organized _=cording to Solar Wind (SW) and
Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) conditions has been derived.
The new models arc basod on the rccendy expanded
IMP/HEOS/ISEE mo.dcling database [Tsyganenko et ai.,Spting 92
AGU]. The IMP/I-]EOS database used to conslmct d_ original Tg7
modals lacked sufficient SW and IMP eorrela6ve information to
allow binning by those parameters. Tsyganenko and Malkov added
ISEE observations, doubling the modeling database to -60.000
magnetic field averages; more importantly ncaxly g5% of the ISEE
averages are tagged with corrosponding SW and IMF data We
have divided the complete IMP/HEOS/ISEE data set into four bins
according to the noah-south component of the IM'F: strongly
northward (B z > 4 nT). weakly northward (0 < Bz < 4 n'f'), weakly
southward (-4 nT < B z < 0) and strongly southward (B z < -4 nT);
fuRh. el'more, we have also divided the data according to throe ranges
m me soJas wad dynamic pmssurt: low (0 < Psw < 1.5 nPa),
medium (l.5 < Psw < 2.5 nPa) and high (Psw > 2.5 nPa). The
"effective" magnetopause has been extrapolated from the models.
and the resulting response to SW and IMF variation compared to
that reported by Sibcck, et al (199[ and I992). Quantitative
comparisons between our magnelopause surfaces and S bcck's
model will be discussod. Anticipated use of the mode s as a
calibration 1ooi for global MHD models wilt also be addressed.
9,t22A-6 1330h POSTER
Correlation of Ma_metotail Prea.sures and Densities From
Galileo Plasma Obtmrvations
and L A Prank (both st: Department of Physics
and Astronomy, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242;
319-335-1864)
M G KJveison (Institute of Geophysics nnd Planetary Physics,
UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024; 310-B25-3435)
During the first Earth flyby the plasma instrumentation
aboard Calileo detected a variety of magnetotaH plasmas.
Some of these plasmas fit recognized categories; for example
magnetoshesth, lobe, or plasma sheet. Others are not easily
classified though our current analysis su_ests that we have
observed some localized phenomena which may include regions
of nonadiabatic acceleration and possibly magnetic flux ropes.
We find that a comparison of measured pressures (P) and
number densities (n) provides some degree of organization for
this diverse set of observations. If we plot log P versus log n
there appear to be two generally different plasma populations.
The eolder plasmas which include the lobe and the
mag'netosheath exhibit log P = 3'log n with 3' less than one. This
result may be a consequence of pressure balance. The warmel"
plasmas, which include the plasml sheet, are found overall to
have 3' > I with good linear correlation. However, on short
time scales (_ 20 minutes) we find that y is characterized by
considerable variability even within the plasma sheet. We
summarize our current understanding of these results.
9,_22A-71330h POSTER
Thin Current Sheets in the Deep Geomagnetic Tail
T I Pulkkinen ("Finnish Meteorological Institute, SF-00101
Helsinkl, Finland)
(Laboratory for Extraterresu-ial Physics, Code 690
NASA-GOddard Space Flight Censor, Greenbelt, M.D 20771;
301-296-g112; NSSDC.A::BAKER)
l T Gosling (LANL, Los Alamus, NM 87545)
N Murphy, (.,'PL,Pa.sadena. CA 91109) ^.
J A Slavm and C J Ow_n (NASA/GSFC, Code 6yo, Greenbelt,
MD 20771)
Very thin cuscent sheen with thickness of the order of the ion
]..armor radius or less have frequently bnen obsorved in the near-
Eas_ tailin association with substorm acdvi_. During the growth
phase close to she inner edge of the plasma sheet and in the
expausiv¢ phase thrmJghout ti_ mid-tall mglon diesc thin sheets art:
thought to play a key ale in the dynamical sequence constituting
magnetospheric substorms. However, the s_ong gradients in the
X-dirtcdon and the rapid temporal evolution of the cur:ant sheet
configuration make a de.tailedstudy of the pmpeRies of such ctm'ent
shez:ts difficult On the oth_" hand. at large geoeentrlc distances the
magnetic field configuration becomes much mort one-dimensional
and, outside of periods of strong magnetic activity, may r_maln
time stationary for relatively long periods. A thin cum:nt sheet
charactefi:md by rapid variations in the magnetic field polarity,
plasma tempt:raturc, and pressure is frtquendy observed to persist
in the region X < -200 RE, which is usually identified to be beyond
the distant neutral line. We have investigated 45 events in J'anuary.
March 1983, when: ISEE-3 was found to rapidly cross from one
lobe to another in the deep tail region. The curmnt sheet
thicknesses were estimated using the high-energy ion data for
approximately half of the events; tim average thickness is -1.1 R E,
ranging from 0.1 R E to 3.0 R E. The reversal of both B Z- and By-
componenu in association with some of tbe crossings is suggestive
of currant filamentadon. These results will be compared and
contrasted with the near-Earth current sheet observations during
substorm t_'riods.
SiV22A-8133_h POSTER
Nonlinear Analysls of the Cross-field Current In*tabLlity
in the Earth's Neubral Sheet
P. H. Yoon (At: Institute for Physical Science and
Technology, University of Maryland, College Park, MD
20742)
(At: The Johns Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD 20723)
The development of the cross-field current instability is
investigated for condition of the Earth's neutral sheet
Just prior to current disruption. Numerical solution of
the quasi-linear kinetic equations shows the wave
growth reaching the nonlinear stage in less than one ion
gyro]:_eriod. The ion drift speed is found to be reduced by
-15-28% of im initial value, accompanied by non-
adiabatic heating of ions and electrons mainly along the
magnetic field. The resulting anomalous resistivity is
estimated to be about 11 to 12 orders of magnitude above
the classical Coulomb resistivity. It is also estimated that
the plasma in the instability region is subjected to a
substantial net force injecting it earthward for a typical
amount of current reduction Tesulting from the
instability growth.
•2P.A-91330h POSTER
A 2-D Kinetic Model of the Plasma Sheet with Nonuniform
Temperature
sad ft. R. Kan (Geophysical Institute, University of
Alaska Pairbanks, Falrbanks, Alaska 9977.5)
A two-dimensional (2-D) kinetic model of a quasl-cquilibdum plasma
sheet is formulated based on an exa.-"1solution of the time-independent
V'la.sov-Maxwcll equafiom. The nonuniform temporamra dismbution
is achieved by assuming that the plasma sheet consists of two
components of Maxwellian protons and two components of
Maxwellian cleen'ons, each at s constant but diffcrant tcmperalura.
The magnetic field is self-consistcndy calculated in the noon-midnight
meridian plane under a prescribed boundary condition chosen to t_:
Tsyganenko field along ',heSun-Earth line. The calculated magnetic
field is in good agreement with the Tsyganenko field model in the
neon-midnight meridian plane, The temperature and plasms density
calculated from the model art. in good ag:rtement with the samL!ite data
on temper-ature and deusiry measusr.d in the equatorial plasma sh¢_:L
_22A-10 1330h POSTER
Determination of Magnelotall Domains Utilizing Only Magnetic
Field Data
Ruben E, Bell, Mm-garct G. IGvelson. Ruben L McPhcrron Causal-
mm of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, Dep_ro"ncnt of Earth
and Space Science. University of Califomla. Los Ananias. CA
90024-1567)
A study of data from the ISEE 2 spacecraft is presented to de-
velop crimria for determining the boundary between the lobes and
the plasma shce.t when only the knowledge of the magnedc field
and the spacecraft's position is available. A signi_cant inca_.ase in
the vasiancc of the magnetic field component wamverse to the back-
ground field is seen at the lobe-plasma-sheet crossings. Magnetic
field criteria an: developed to distinguish the lohe from tbe plasma
shnet by using s s_t of established boundary crossings, as determined
by plasma data. Several months of ISEE 2 data am used for a statisd-
ca1 comparison botween these criteria and waditional methods which
um plasma data. The results are encouraging and would allow us
to slgniflcantly increase our data sets for lobe studies by including
data from spacecraft not equipped with plasma instrumentation.
St_.2A-111330h POSTER
Determination of Magnetotat_ Or_entstion Do_ng
Remote Genslng of the Plasma Sheet Bo_dar_
Layer with E • 35 key IonB.
.q---_._SL_, J A Slavin [Code 696, NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771)
I G Richardson (Code 661, NASA/goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, P_ 20771)
N Murphy {M_169-506, Jet Propulsion Lab.,
Pasadena, CA 91109)
R J Hynds (Space Phys_ca Group, Imperial
College, London, SW7 2BZ, Oni_ed Kingdom)
[Sponsor: AGO Me_er)
We use e_ergetic ion data from the ISEE-3
Energetic Particle Anisotropy Spectrometer
{EPAS) to determine the orientation of the deep
tail plasma sheet each time the spacecraft moves
between the lobe and the plasma sheet boundary
layer. Analysis of the turn-on or turn-off
times of 900 pitch ongle energetic ions in
different particle telescope/look direction
combinations allows the determination of Specs
of the boundary relative to the spacecraft
the angle of inclination of the boun_ nnd
realtive to the ecliptic plane. Asstuning _ary
nat
this angle is broadly representative of the
degree of twisting exerted on _hemagnetotailhy
the IMF, we use a large number of such crossing s
to statistically study this phenomena. We
atten_t to deter_ine how the degree of twisting
is affected by such controlling faCtora as
distance from the Earth, and different Solar
wind parameters.
_22A-12 1330h _TER
Msgustlc Fidd and Current Structure of the Magnetotall at Xf-33Re
Z Kavm_ and G L Siscos (UC'I.A Dept. of Atmusphttlc Sclencta Lat
Angeles, C A 90024-1565; ph. 3 0-825-7407; fax. 310-206-5219); N A
Tsyganenko m'_dR P Lepp bag (NASA GODARD Space Flight CemeL
Greenbelt, MD 20771)
We will present the magnetic field and current vector maps of the
geomagnetic tail using 16 years of IMP-g magnetic field meauurementt.
Maps are produced for equinox_ and solsticesseparately. The magnetic
field for equinoxes shows symmetry asouad the =olaf magnetocphrric _-axb
while tolstices's magnetic field panern isshifted in the positive zMirectioa
in the cent_" of the tail and in the negative s-tires'finn on the flanLs, Thk
is the effect of the EaRh's dipole tilt on the tall magnetic field structureas
predicted. The effect is more proIu3unced in the current pansras than i_
the magnetic field pattern. In the equtnoxas, current vectors flow in the
middle of the tail from dawn to dusk, divert on the dusk flL,@, and rer=ra
to the dawn flank over the tail boundary. However, the current vectors for
the solstices, startbelow the GSM equatorial plane on the dawn flank, rise
above it in the centar and end up below it On the dusk flank. "Thus, the
panern shows neuual sh_t warping very nicely. Fail'field's displact_
ellipse model is found to fitthe data very well.
_.A-13 1330h POSTER
Magnetotall Dynamics and Configuration in the Presence of IMF
K K Khurana (InsL of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, UCLA,
Los Angeles, CA 90024)
Ever since Dungcy [1961] recognized that the Earth's magnetosphen:
is 'open" in the presence of a southward interplanetary magnetic
field, a sleady stream of invesdgatlons has confirmed and extended
the concept of a magnetospheric convection system driven by the
solar wind. Other investigators [Russell, 1972, Maezawa, 1976]
subscquendy proposed models of high latitude "ctconnecfiOn in the
pn:scnce of s northward IMF. However. when the IM_ is predomi-
nantly in the GSM Y direction, the three dimensional convection in
the ionosphert-magnetosphera system is not understood very weD.
In this work, we propose a model of magnctosphcric convection in
the presence of IMF B r.
We first provide further evidence that IMF B_ 'penetrates" only those
quadrants of the Earth's magnctotail in which the addition of the
newly opened magnetic flux tubos occurs. The presence of Bx on
the closed field lines (which is in the same direction as the D._
g:,) is also confirmed. Our model of magnetosphcric conveCtion
involves dawn-dusk convective flows rather than a sta_c magnetic
configuration. In the presence of a southward-dusk oriented IMP,
rt.connection at the dayside magnetopause adds magnedc flux prtf-
ertntlaUy to the north.dawn and south-dusk quadrants. C.onv¢cdon
driven by the cross-tail electric field and the prtssare gradient force.,
relieves this asymmetric _oss-tail prtssurt in the magnetotail. When
this cross-tall convection is imposed on the" plasma sheet, shear flows
betw_:n the northern and southern halves of the plasma sheet rtsuh
causing the field lines in the plasma sheet to bond producing a B;,
in the same din:ctios as the IMF Bx. The model is consistent with
the two-cell ionospheric convection models constructed from electric
field observatious by Hcppner and Maynard [1997]
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Plasma Waves in Distant Tall Slow Shocks
|
_, E. w _.... fade.P. V. Co_oitl._w Spo=._ 1
Technology Group, O,e Space Park RI/'20'20, Redondo Beach CA 9.02"/I
ph. 310-8124]075, fax: 310-813-3916);B. T. Tsururani (Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Imtltute of Technology, 4800 Oak Grove Drive,
Pasadena, CA 91109, ph. 818-354-2248)
The ISEE 3 mission to the distant geomagnetic tail provided strong
evidence that the plasma sheat was often bounded by star_ing, nearly
switch-off slow shocks. The ISEE 3 TRW plasma wave detector
found thst _..e slow shock interaction region centained strong upstream
pltsma ascillailous and a mid-frequency (]00 - 300 Hz) nanowb_d
emission just above the on p asma frequrmcy. Using the higher time
resolution measurements of the c ectric field, we show that the mid-
frequency emissio_ are highly impulsive, often exhibiting amplitude
Increases of grater than 100 in one half-se.oond sampling interval. We
also show that a previously unreported intermediate fraqueney mode
occur well above the ion plasma frequency, and extending up to the
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Observations of Plasma Waves in the Solar Wind Interaction Region
of Comet Giacobini-Zinner at High Time Resolution
S. L. Mos_, F. V. CORONm,ANDE. W. O.RhINSTADT
TRW Space and Technology Group, Redot_to Beach, California
B. T. TsuRtrrarn
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Tectmology, Los Angeles
High-time-resolution spectra of plasma wave emissions detected in the interaction region of comet
Giacobini-Zinner with the solar wind reveal a wave phenomenology much more complicated than first
reported. Spectra often exhibit three or more independent peaks, which become more prominent the deeper
into the interaction region the spacecraft traversed. The main peaks correspond to whistler emissions below
the electron cyclotron frequency, s midfrequency peak near the maximum Doppler shift frequency for waves
with "kXo -- 1, a high-frequency peak above the Doppler shift maximum frequency, and electron plasma oscil-
lations at the plasma frequency. Similar multipeaked spectra are also observed downstream from weak
shocks at Earth, which suggests that the plasma wave generation mechanisms responsible need not require
panicle populations created by phetoionlzation.
I_,TR ODUCT[ON
One of the most prominent issues to arise after the encounter
of the International Cometary Explorer (ICE) with comet
Giacobini-Zinner on September 11, 1985, is whether the
interaction of the solar wind with the heavy ions produced near
the comet creates a bow shock arounc the comet. Measure-
ments made by the ICE plasma wave detector (PWS) were
among the data used to support the existence of a shock [Scarf
et al., 1986; Kemwl et aI., 1986], and an analysis utilizing the
Rankine-Hugoniot relations suggested that a low Mach number
shock was crossed both inbound and outbound [Smith et al.,
1986]. These studies employed long tim.', scale averages of the
data to obtain a global picture of the comet encounter. In con-
trast, using numerical simulations of the ion pickup region,
Omidi and Winske [1988] argued that the solar wind did not
encounter a single shock but was slowed by the cumulative
effect of steepened magnetosonie waves, known as "shocklets",
which increase in number and amplitude nearer the comet. This
model is consistent with the signature of steepened magneto-
sonic waves in the magnetic field deep inside the interaction
region [Tsumtani and Smith, 1986], the absence of a single
identifiable shock transition, and electron plasma data in which
shock-heated downstream plasma was interspersed with seem-
ingly unshocked solar wind [Thomsen et al., 1986]. However,
it has not yet been shown that the steepened magnetosonic
waves in the comet are causing the deceleration of the solar
wind.
Similar magnetic field and plasma wave conditions were
found at comet Halley during the encounters by the Giotto and
VEGA spacecraft, and Tsurutani [199[] presents a detailed
review of the phenomenology found at both comets. The mag-
netosonie waves detected upstream of Halley were reported to
be of smaller amplitude, but more turbulent appearance, than
those found at Giacobini-Zinner [Johnstone et al., 1986] and it
Copyright 1992 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 9ZIA01601.
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has been suggested that this might be due to the greater dis-
tances over which waves were generated at Halley, which
would allow more wave-wave interactions to occur. In general,
the clean progression in the development of steepened magneto-
sonic waves observed at Giacobini-Zinner was not seen at Hal-
ley. Intense plasma wave activity was also observed at Halley,
although the sensitivity of the plasma wave detectors flown on
those spacecraft was at least an order of magnitude poorer than
for the ICE PWS (this is due to the extremely long length, 90
m tip to tip, of the ICE electric field antennas).
The purpose of this paper is to present the plasma wave
observations made at Giacobini-Zinner on a time scale that
resolves individual steepened magnetosoitic waves and compare
them with similar high-resolution observations of weak terres-
trial bow shocks. On this scale the wave spectra at the comet
are highly variable and reveal more wave modes than previ-
ously assumed, but similarities can still be found between the
cometary spectra and those from weak shocks at Earth. In the
next section we will illustrate the evolution of the wave spec-
trum as the magnetosonie waves steepen and describe the
different wave modes. The third section presents the plasma
wave data from weak quasi-parallel shocks observed on the
flanks of the Earth's bow shock and contrasts them with the
comet examples. The fourth section contains a discussion of
the results in the light of previous wave generation models.
This is followed by a brief summary.
GIACOBINI-ZINNER OBSERVATIONS
Figure 1 shows the magnetic field data for the 1-hour inter-
val containing the inbound shock crossing (top panel) and 5-
rain-averaged electric field spectra which illustrate the shockIike
characteristics of the plasma waves as used by Kennel et al.
[1986] in the initial report on plasma waves in the solar wind
interaction region. The upstream region was found to contain
electron plasma oscillations at the plasma frequency, fp, and
broadband emissions with frequencies from about 10t3 Hz to
nearly 10 kI-h. These signals are similar to waves observed in
the ion foreshock at Earth and are often called (for lack of a
19,157
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dependent upon the upstream beta and the upstrnam Math number and
is high/y com:lated with the ratio of criticality, an upstream parameter
which encompasses both the plasma beta and the Mech number, Thus,
we find that the ratio of criticallty and the solar wind helium content are
the two tmporlant parameters in determining whether ion cyclotron or
minor mode waves will dominate the magnctosheath wave activity.
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cORRELATED OBSERVATIONS OF WAVES AND IONS IN THE
.EARTH'S MAGNETOSHF_TH
(As_'otaomy Unit, Queen Mary =El W=tfield College, Mile
Fad Road, London El 4NS; tel. +44 (71) 97.5 5555; fax. +44 (X1) 981
,5;_ _=thy. A co==.O_ull,dS_=eSole.,_rato_.
Um ty t..tuiegn I.oeclon_ Holmbury St. Mat)', Surrey RH5 _ UK;
tel. + 44 (483) 2741 ] l); D. Bm'gess, S. Schwartz (,Mtronomy Unit, Qu_
Mary and Wesffield College, Mile E_d Road, London E[ 4NS; tel. +44
('71) 975 5555; fax. +44 (g])981 9597); M. Dunlop (Dept of Phyal=
lmpefial College of Scleace, Technology and Medicine, London,
tr_
We repoct on correlated observatlom of waves and ion distrthutinns in the
Earda's magnetotheash region• We have selected 6 periods from when the
AMP'TE-UI_ magnetometea- and ion instruments gathered data for the
emire magne_oshea.th from the bow _och to the magnetopattse. Time serie=
of varIons transport ratios such as the Alfvco ratio, compressthgity, and
parallel comprnss_ility axe ana/ysed In ConjunCtion with the etandard
quartS.isles(such as the temperature anisetropy ratio) to identi_/ periods
when various wave phenomena may be expected to occur. This approach
has been motivated by recent theoretical work and simulations where it
is argued that the dominance of either the mirror or ion cyclotron instabillty
will be most apparent _ the transport ratios. We compare the occurrence
of differam wave types with instability criteria derived from both MHD and
kinelic thenry. We a/so report 0n a stody of the effects of thee ir_tabilities
0a the ion dlstrt"oudon functions.
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Effects on Thermal Ions, II+, lie+ and O+ Associaled
with Ion Cyclotron Waves
S Ceyer, _ (Both at: Johns Hopkins Unlversily Apptied
Physics Laboralory, Laurel MD 20723; 30 -943-5000 SPAN:
A MPTE::ANDERSON)
S A Fuselier (Lockheed Pale Abe Research L_boramry, Pale Atto CA,
94304)
Eleerromagr_effc ion cyciolron wavc-_ are widely Ihoughl tO interact
w_th ions heavier than protons and some evidence has shown heating
effec!s and phase bunched intcraclions, h_creascd He+ dens ties have
at_ _een attrfl_utnd • ¢_usattve role in enhancing amplification of wavos
with equ•tor_l frequencies higher than Fits+• Wc examine distributions
of H*, He + and O + over energies from the spacecraft potcnlial to 17 kcV
using the HPCE instrument on AMPTE/CCE In this study we con_.'ntrale
on the low energy, < 500 eV, popui,ntlon*;. A I/It._l Of 49 intervals were
ChOSen on Ihe basis Of EMIC wave activity: 24 tor which gMIC waves
were prevalent, and 25 in which no EMIC wavt'_ wore observed on the
orbit. We find a distir_tion b_lwl_n evenls t:,ccurring nv,lr, . 3 hours, Of
n°on, and thor_ oe_rring ne•r dawn M LT For evtn_t:; on file daysidc there
IS I one tO one Correlation b_twcvn EMIC wnv(._ and heavy ion
distributions exhibiting p_Dondicular heating: without EMIC waves
exhibit T=>'J'_ whereas intervals witb EMIC waves uniformly have
T,<T_. For dawn events, the plasma has a plasma sheet like keV
elt'_ron popul•tion, and measurable Hv2*. The ion distribu o s for he
dawn events are generally field atigm.<l, T.>T=, n.+gardlcs_, of whether
E_'.IIC waves •re observed. For the dny_ide t'Vel ts, the heavy ion
cOncentration shows • posilivc corrcL_llon with EMIC waves, but
detailed examtnatinn of the Iowt, sl en,.,rgies, < 10 cV. shows no
cOn,:tatinn In heavy ion concentralion with the waw.,s. The t, nhanc_t
hea_y ion densities above 50 uV is altribulablc lu the, p¢'rp_'ndicu]ar
heating of the toni.
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Control o_'Pl_sma Wave Emissions tn the Earth'=
_L.._, F V Coronld, E W Oreenstadt CI"RW Space and Electronlcs
Group, One Space Park, R1/2144, Redondo Beach CA 90278)
Pr!ur to the ISEE-3 encounter with Comet Giacoblni-Zinner the spececrah
l_armed several passes through the far dow_tream magnetosheath. The
n',Zgnetosheath often contains intense broadband electrostatic plasma wave
_seisinns .-._._ se ¢,a/led ion acoustic waves-in the frequency band between
mn ano e_ectron plasma frequently. The ISEE-3 data shows that the
Wave arnpli_des are controlled by the direction of the magnetic field in the
Sheath, with wave emissions disappearing when the field is perpendicular
to the flow direction This effect is independent of the direction of the field
in the plane perpendicular to the flow and does not correlate with magnetic
tonnection to themagnetopause, The correlation with field direction is less
tPPareet at higher time r_o ullon although the wave dru outs sem iCore , - p ct me
espond w+th decre_es n the magnetic field magnitude. These results
trc the fi_t indication of magnetic field direction influencing the
apPearance of downstrnsm electrostatic wav_.
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Magnetic Reconnection: Onset of Mag-
netospheric Substorms and Solar Erup-
tive Processes II (joint with SH)
Presiding: B Sonnerup, Dartmouth Col-
lege
_-_-I 133_h INVITED
Obse_atinnal _ of Ma_etic R_rmection at East's Magnetopause
(MS D44_, LOS Aintue_ Natlomll Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM
11'7545; 505..66%5389; jgosling@l=_l,gnv
Me_uremer_ made in the vicinity of the magnetopaase have provided a
direct desnonslratioa th_ recot'u_.ectinn betwenn the interplanetary magnetic
fidd OMF') _ the F,arth's magnetic field eorar_nly occurs. These
me_uremcuct left ns mud= Ibout where and when recormeetion occurs es
well as about the su_ctm'e of the layer of reconnected field lines at the
_m_toiPt._.lUSe, .bu.t tofi = vecy lilxle about details of the actual .... ion
v =ra_wtmto the So-Qdled diffasion region'. Direct evidence for
rnonnnaetion at the magnetOpat_e can be found in observations of bulk
plesmi ancdea-afions and plasma reflections and cransmisslons that occur
there, In o_ats between the ion and electron edges of the low latitude
boundary layer (LLBL), arid in systematic oscillations in the normal
magnetic fidd component popularly known as flux transfer events.
Itueresdngly, recoane_ion at the magnetopause does not appear to lead
directly to either substantial plasma heating (although some occurs} or
particle aec,ele_aJon, Slow shock_ seem to be extremely rare within the
layer of reconnected field lines at the _opause. Reconneclion appears
to occur in both a quasi-stationary mode and in a time_lependent mode.
It occurs commonly in the sub_lar reginns of the magnetopause for a wide
range of local field shesrs, and at high latitudes and along the fianics of the
magnatosphere when the external and internal magnetic fields are nearly
anti parallel. Reconnection h_ been observed between the IMF and both
the closed magrlatOsphetic field lines at low latitude_ and the "open" field
lines of the polar caps and tail Iobns, At times, reconnection is entirely
responsible for the formation of the LLBL, _ well as the plasma mande.
The observations Suuest that, in addition to large magne c shear, the
reconnectinn procnss favors intervals of low plasma beta in the
magnetosh eath.
_..2B-2 1355h
Possible Conjugate Reconnecdon at the High-Latitude
3,1agnetopause
w-Y...Q.P321d_aI1, B L Barraclough, R D Beiian. TE Cavton. E W
Hones. P Lee tMaii Stop D466. Los Alamos National Laboratory.
Los Alamns. NM 87545: 505-667-7372; c-mail wfeldman@ss¢x I
lanl.govt.
R P Lopping. J I Trombka. R Start- (Code 691. NASAJGoddard
Space Flight Center. GreenbelL MD 2077 ). J Moersch and S W
Squyres (Comell U.. Space Sciences Building, Ithaca N'Y 14853)
Coordinated analysis of data sets from X-ray. energetic electron.
interglanetarv Magnetic Field (IMp, and solar wind plasma
experiments "yields a Comprehensive picture of the stimulated
preclpttauon of trapped reladvis c electrons simultaneously onto
both high-latitude polar caps io response to a substorm initiated at
about noon U.T. on 17 Dec. 1992. A.s detected in hard X rays by a
!on_/dpr-Juon An t,3rctic balloon-borne sensor, precipitation begar_ at
_:_ u;,,=;;J_st z,._minutes after an abrap .... hward tumimz of the
• t ,,-_r o. _n_ ocurrence mggemd the r'_:overy phase of the
substorm. Whereas 50-100 keV electrons were injected at
synchronous orbit at substorm onset (about 1"'_0 U T ) higher
energy electrons (100-200 keV) did not begin incmas nt, t]_ere until
between 13:30 and 13:45 U.T, The sharp enhanccmefft of hard X
rays terminated at 15:20 U,T.. about 20 minutes after the IMF turned
ab_ptly southward at IMP 8. Precipitating electrons having
energies in the range between 0.25 and 1 MeV were detected
simultaneously by two identical servers aboard DMSP 10 and 11
above both north and south polar caps during this two-hour period,
These observations are readily expla ned by, and strongly su_ est the
occurrence of. conjugate magnetic ruconnection tailward-ogf both
geomagnetic cusps.
5_.B-3 141_h INVITED
The Status of the Collislonless Ion Tearing Instability as
• Trigger for Magnetospherlc Substorms
P L _ (Department of Physics, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA
90024-1547)
The relalion of reconnectlon _n the geomagnetic t_l to the spon-
taneons eolllslonles$ leafing mode ha_ had a tong end tortured
hislory. On numerous occasions the hope= of leafing aficionados
have been dashed by new observational and theoretical discover-
ies, only to be resurrected in a modified form at a later date. We
review lhe key stages in this history: the proposal of the electron
tearing mode, the demise of electron tearing due to the discov-
ery of the average normal magnetic field component (B+) in the
plasma sheet, time proposal or the ion learlng mode, tee stabilizing
effects of _liahatic electron motion, attempts to remove electron
stabilization by pitch-angle scattering resulting from either w_.ve
turbulence or cbaotizatlon of electron orbits, ion tearing in thin
current cheers, and finally the conclusive (?) evidence from the-
ory and slmul_.tion= ind;catlag that electron compressihility leaves
no parameter _pace rot a sponDtneous ion tearing mode in the
near-Earth plasma sheet.
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Onset and Growth of Collisionhen Magnetic Rc_onnection in Sheared Field
Reve_lll
M Kuznestova (Space Reaearch Imtinate, R-II7gI0 Moscow, Ru_in)
Buchn_ (Max Planck Imtisut F+xrtatzrrestrische Physik, Berlin D-12489;
tel.fax; (04930) 6392 3937; INTERNET jbATmpe.wtr.a-berlin.de); L M
Zelenyi (Space Re_eawch htsdtute, R-1178 0 oscow, Russia)
Plasma pasarue_u'l both in Ihe Solar corona and in the Each
magneu)spheric _ imply that cofiisioale_ plasma mechenisms should
enu..te the observed txw/'ent ghees diasuptions. Solar and magnatoteil current
theoU reZatnd to th_te dis_ptiom Ire, In general, embedded in curved and
_eared tuagnetic fields. Recendy we have analysed the coMidons of
destabilization of a collisionl¢_s current sheet in the presence of magnetic
=hear We obtained thresholds beyond which the onset of spontaneous
collisionima ion tearing mode instability should take place (Buchner et el,.
1991).
Here we pr_t the n_ults of an extended analysis of the kinetic stability
theory era curre:m _eet in a curved and sheared magnetic field reversal
.with resp_ to a tearing mode perturbation, in our analysis we neWly take
Into acuoura the coupling between qu_i-parallel (electric field per_rbation
directed parallel to the ambient magnetic field} and quasi-perpendicular
mode components.
We obtain that, in contrast m the re_ulu of Wang at at, (1990), tn
unstable bnmch of teasing mode instability with a growth rate less than the
electron bounce frequency _ be excited.The dependencies of the growth
rate of this testability on the cheat- and normal-field components as far as
on the wave length of the mode have been obtained. The resulting tearing
mode destabillzadon take= place favourably for an inclination of" the
magnetic field near the quasi-neutral plane at about 45 degress with respect
to the r,_ttral plane and for values of Bz of the order of Bs, both
_tcending one tenth of the asymptotic magnetic field strength. Our theo_ 7
reveals that in this situation a eoltisionlnss ion tearing mode can be
triggered end magnetic flax ropes are formed. The growth of the unstable
tearing mode is shown to be accompanied by the generation or magnetic
field aligned electric fields and ion acceleration.
J. Buchncr et at., Genphys. Res. Left., Ig, No. 3, 385. 1991.
X. Wang at -1., ]. Geophys. Res., 95, No. 9, 15.047, 1990.
,_B-5 145_h
Transition to Whlsder Mediated Magnetic Reconneerion
M E Mat_lt and _ (Both at: /nstitute for Physical Science and
Technology, University of Maryland. College Park, MD 20742; ph,
301-405-1495' fax 301--405-1678; Internet: mem@uap.umd edu); R E
Denton (Dept. of Physi_ and Astronomy, Da.rtmouth Cotlegu, Hanover
NH 03755) (AGU Sponsor: M E Man&)
The transition in the magnetic rrconnection rate from the resistive
magnaohydrndynamic UdHD) regime where the Alfven wave =oturuls
r_.onnection to a regime in which the ions become unmagnelized and the
whisder wave mediates r_nnec'tion is explored with 2-D hybrid
simulations. In the whistler regime the electrons carry the currents while
the ions merely provide a neutralizing background. Results will be
presented in which the electrons have zero and finite inenia. A simple
physical pic'_ra is presented which illustrates the role of the whistler in
driving recom-_ection aM the rate of whistler mcdialed re:onnectiun is
calculated analylieally. The development ofa_ out-of-plane component of
the magnetic field is an observable signature of whistler driven
r_eonnectinn. Whistler driven raconnection has been observed in
lal_orato_ experiments.
SM22_-615_5h
Hybrid Modeling of Coll;s;onless Magnetic Reconnectlon: Re-
cent Resultl
{Code 696, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Green-
belt, MD 20771)
D, Wlnske (Los Alamos National Laboratory, X-l, MS F645. Los
Alamos, New Mexico 87S4S)
V_/h;le it is commonly accepted that mal_netl c reconnectinn plays
an Important ro[e ;n space o asmas the m cro_h,.sl ........ • "
...... ,ioni,,,i, ,uE+,c,ot...... ; dl.....;on';_n;_,r",i,7_,_'at'o'_
mechanism is entirely colllslonteas, based on the Landau resonance
of current earrylng ions. Recent results of our 2 '1/2 dlmens;onal hy-
brid model of this type of magnet c reconnectlon will be presented.
Tbe role of scaling parameters such as electron/ion temperature
ratio, current sheet th ckness a_d the dependence of the reconnec-
t;on mechanism on icotropiz;ng fiuctuat ons will be discussed. Fur-
thermore, we will show signatures of reconnection in the magnetic
field, and +n the ion and electron flows and dlstrlbutlon funct ons,
such as could be found in satellite based observations. We will
atso discuss reconnectlon in current sheets with ma&netlc normal
components.
SI,42..2_-7I55_h INVITED
Tallward Streaming Magnetic StnJCtures in the Distant Tail
(ISAS, 3-1-1 Yochinodal, Sagamihara 229, Japan; tax 81 427 59
4236; Internet: nishida@gtl.isas.ac.jp)
Since the launch in Iuly, 1992, Geotail has been COnducting fruitful missiun
in the distant tail beyond the lumtr distance. This paper summarizes the
obsea-vations of the tailward convicting magnetic st_elures in the distanl
tail and discusses their relation to magnetic reconnection.
It is confirmed that the pin,mold charaelerized by a bipolar st_cture in Bz
B
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5rsl-order Fermi or diffusive shock acceleration is irrelevant.
It is tound thai the reflected ions from the shock front
releases their free energy of the ring distrlbuflon in the velocity
space into the downstream electrons, and that the nonthermal,
power law-like spectrum Of the electron can be formed when
the upstream plasma veTocily Tv/c exceeds about unity, where
3, is the Lorentz factor ot the upstream flow. The downstream
energy spectrum, however, remains in the thermal Maxwelllan
when Ihe upstream plasma velocity W/C < 1. Two processes
are important for the nonthermat particle acceleration: one is
!,_e relafivislic cyclotron resonance between electrons and
the magnetosonic waves excited by the gyraling reflected
ions. Since the high frequency magnetosonic waves are almost
linearly polarized, the electrons can resonate with the waves.
Another process is the ExB drift acceleration by the wavelets
of nonlinear steepened magnetosonie waves. The wavelets
can tend io diffuse particles w_thin the velocity space.
SH42D-11630h
Left-Hand Polarized Magnetic Waves at Whistler Mode
Frequencies
H K Wnn_ (Department of Space Scienous. Southwest Research
Institu=. San Antonio, TX 78228-0510; 210-522-3627; SPAN:
SWRI::KIT)
C W Smith (Bartol Re.arch Insdtulc, Universily of Delaware,
Newark. DE 19716; 31)2-g31-gl i4;
SPAN:B ARTOL::UDB R[::CHUCK)
It is shown that an anisotropic electron beam is capable of
generating both Icfl and right hand parallul propagating
c_cmmmagnetic waves with frequencies at the whistler mode range.
li;c crucial parameters that determine the instability are the
_.mpcrature anisotropy, beam density, and the ratio of the beam
temperature and the tempcratun: of the background plasma. For the
physical parameters under consideration, the left-hand wave typically
h_ higher growth rate than Ih¢ right-hand wave. The fi'¢e energy
source of this instability is the temperature anisotropy but ',he beam
speed can significantly alter the wave frequency. Numerical and
analytical calculations will be presented to demonstrate the
conditions under which the instability can occur and the possible
applications of this instabilily to whistler waves observed in
planetary bow shocks will bc discussed.
SH42D-121645h
Whistler Waves Upstream of Neptune's Bow Shock
Chartes W. Smith (Bartol Research Institute, Ualversity of
Detawar¢, Newark, Delaware 19716),
Hung K. Wong (Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio,
Texa_ 78284), Metvyn L. Goldstein (NASA/GSFC, Code 692,
Greenbdt, Maryland 20771), and Barry H. Mauk (JHU/APL,
Johns l_opkins Road, Laurel, Maryland 20723).
We have examined Voyager 2 magnetometer measurements
recorded upstream of Neptune's bow shock in a search for
whistler wave activity arising _om any of several possible
sources. Part of the moti_tion for this study is the reported ob-
servation of unusuaI1y intense whistler mode activity upstream
of the Ur_a._ shock t arising from gyrating proton populations
and the excitation of multiple whistler mode waves by energetic
dectrons=. A recent instability _tnalysis ] has shown that the
simultaneous excitation of multiple whistler mode waves is pos-
sible over a wider range of plasma and beam pa.rameters than
Were inferred to cxiat at Uranus whae the excitation of left-hand
polarized waves at similar wave fi'equenclns is also possible'. We
have sought evidence of the above instahRity mechanisms up-
stream of Neptune's bow shock as well as instances of more
fitm.illar whistler mode forms. We report on the results of this
se:xrch and offer a general survey of the magnetic waves in Nep-
tune's foreshock s.
1.) Smith, C.W., M.L. Goldstein, and H.K. Wong, J. CeophyL
ReL, g'L 17,035-17,048, 1889.
2.) Smith, C.W., ILK. Wong, and M.L. Coldsteln, ]. GeophyJ.
ReL, 86, 15,841-15,852, 19gl.
3.) Wong, H.K., and C.W. Smith, ]. Geoplqts. Res., submitted,
1993.
4.) Wong, H.K., and C.W. Smith, OeophvL ReJ. LetS., sub-
nfitted, 1993,
5.) This work was supported by NASA grant NAGW-3445 and
Jet Propulsion Laboratory contract #959167 to the BILl.
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Linear i)ampin R .f Widrhand Upstream "Whistlers
C T Russell D S flriow_ki and G Lc (All at: Institute of Geophysics
and Planetary Physics, University or California, Los Angeles. CA
ql)024-1567; Icl. 3 I t)-g2S-31 fl_i; em;dl ctrus_cll @igpp.ucla.eduf
D Krauss-Varhan and N Omidi (Dcpamncnt of Electrical and Compuler
Engineering and California Space lnslitu(u, University of California.
San Diego, La Jolla. CA)
M F Thomsen (Los Alnmos Naliona[ Lahoralory, Los Alnmos, NM)
Previous studlcs of upstream whistlers at Venus by Ortowski ¢1 al,
[I993] suggesmd that damping ratcs strongly depend on properties of
the solar wind electrons, such as temperature anisotrnpy and relaliv¢
core/hate density redo. Detailed analysis of the Doppler-shift and the
whisder dispersion relallon indicated that upstream whistlers propagate
obliquely in a wide band (10- IO0 times the prolon gyrofrequency) in the
plasma frame. In this paper we present resulLs of calcutafions of
damping lengths of widebond whistlers using the sum of 7-drifting bi-
Maxwelllan electron distributions as a best fit to the ISEE I electron
dam. For 3 cases, when upstream whistlers arc observed, convective
damping lengths derived from Ibe two spacecraft am compared with
Ihcoreticat results. We find that the calculated conveclivc damping
lengths vary from about 200 to 2000 km consistent with the
observations. We also show that the slope of plasma frame spectra of
upstream whisdcrs, obtained by direct fitting or by "inverse* phase
shifting of the observed spectra, is between 3.5 and 4.5. The spectral
characteristics, proximity to the shock as well as propagatlon and
damping properties indicate that these waves cannot be generated in the
solar wind. Instead the observed upstream whistlers in the shock foot
and/or ramp must grow by a variety of cross-field drift electron
instabilities. Finally we find that in all 3 cases the upstream plasma
was stable over the frequency range of the observed waves. In fact the
waves were strongly dumped.
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Investigation of Bow Shock in a Laboratory Simulated Earlh's'
Magnetosphere
un_ and H.U. Rahman (Both at: InstituteOf Geophysics and
Planetary Physics, Univ. of California, Riverside, California
92521 ;90%78%45101909-787-4588)
Joachim Bim (Los Alamos National Laboratory, SST-g, MS
D438, Los Alumna, New Mexico 87545; 505-667-9232)
Solar wind interaction with the Ear_'s magnetic field is
studied in a laboratory simulated magnetosphere by interacting a
flowing magnetized plasma with a stationary dipole field.
particular emphasis is placed on the investigation of the formation
of bow shock and its dependence on the polarity of the IMF. The
bow shock is identified by using a gated optical imager (GOt) and
detailed measurements obtained by using two-dimensional
magnetic probes, double Langmuir probe and double-sided
Faraday cups. The Gel is capable of imaging the model
magnetosphere for less than 1 _.see gate width compared to the
100 #se.c duration of ptasma iuteraction. A series of photographs
will be presented that will show the dynamic behavior of the
interaction and the formation of the bow shock. When the Alfvdn
much number is larger than unity, a bow shock appears in front
of the simulated magnetosphere. These photographic images for
di ffercnt orientations of the IMF. The measurements of the
magnetic field, plasma parameters and the current density are
presently underway. These measurements will provide
quantitative and detailed information about shocked and
unshocked regions and the type of the bow shock that forms in
the laboratory simulated magnetosphere.
*Research supported by NSF and IGPP/LANL.
SH51A-2_830h POSTER
3D Proton Velocity Near Ma_
K,-.T(:dI_, H.Koshineo (Finnkh M_eorologica] Institute, Department of
Geophysics, P.O. Box 503, $F-O010i, Hdsinki, Finland, Interne.l'.
Esa.Kallio@fmi.fi); $. Barabaeh, R. Luodin, O. Norberg (Swedish ]nslitute
of Spa_ Physics, Kinma, Sweden); |.G. Luhmann (Instltut_ of Geophysics
and Plarmury. Physic.=, Unive_ity of California. Los Angd_)
The preen vdocity me, saute.racers made by ASPERA plasma composition
In- atrumeat onboard the Photos-2 spatecra_ in eaxly 1989 are analysed.
Characteristics of the sol& wind deflection around Mars ate studied by
calculating three dirr.ensionaJ OD) vdocRy distfihution of proton plus. ran
down.stream of the Martian bow shock, Deflection of the proton flow near
the bow shock and almost stopping at the magnetopause were observed.
Occasionally, s rather smooth transition layer between the magnetosheath
plasma and the magnetosphuic pl_ma were detected. When the velocity
profiles were compared with a gas dynamic model, the location of the
observed boundaries _s well as the general behaviour of the flow were
found to be rather well described by the model. Howevex, the observed
differences b_ween the data and the modal suggcst that non-slngle- fluid
phenomena, probably msociated with pick-up and kinetic pre¢css¢.s,also
|ffecl the intcr¢lion process.
SH51A-3_30h POSTER
Pioneer Venus Orbiter Retarding Potential Analyzer
Observaiions of the Electron Component of the Sotar
Wind and Observations of Venus Bow Shock Crossings
and the Magnetospheath Region.
D. Gifford. _, and N. Yamaguchi (All from: Depam'otnt of
Physics and Astronomy, Brigham Young University, Prove, UT,
84602; 801-375-2108)
W. C. Knudseo (Knudsen Geophysical Research, 18475 Twin
Creeks Rd., Monte Serene, CA 95030)
J. D. Mihalov (NASA-Ames Research Center, Moffee Field CA,
94035-1000)
Using an improved expression for the grid potential distribution for
the Retarding Potential Analyzer, a comparison of the suprathermal
elertrons measured by this instrument with the Plasma Analyzer
proton densities when Pioneer Venus Orbiter was beyond the
mnopause and outside the ionotail of Venus suggest that when
observations in which solar !=UV produced clecn'ons from the ORPA
are deleted, the densities measured by these two instruments track
ve_ well. It is therefore possible to utilize the ORPA suprathermal
electron observations to infer the solar wind eleen"on densities, thereby
enhancing our ability to conduct high (seconds) tlme resolution studies
of Venus bow shocks. An extensive analysis program using the
ORPA suprathermaJ electron observations to study a number of Venus
bow shock crossings and the electron density and temperature
diswibudon in the region between the bow shock and the ionopause
under varying solar conditions is presently underway. Some
prelimina_, results of this study will be presented.
A
S'_51A-4 _830h POSTER
Electron Plasma Oscilladcas ia the Forcshoek: Comparison of Occurrence
at PVO and ISEE 3
WF,.-_g$_q._JldL $ L Moses. F V Coronid CrRW, RI-21.ta, One Space
Pa_k, Redondo Beach, CA 90278); G X Crawford, R J Suangeway ('Inst.
Geophys. and Planet. Phys., University of Callforni=,Los Angdes, CA.
9OO24-1567)
Crawford ct al. [[993] recendy implemented a program to map the
oc_rrence of plasma wave emissions In normaliznd coordinatss in the
Venus foreshock. We wilt ptsseot here preliminary results of applylng this
program to data from 1SEE 3 traversals of the Earth's forsshock. "me
]SEE 3 trajectory during the helioeenteic orbit insertion phase carried it
through regions of the foreshock not normally rm¢ounrered by
Eai_-orbiting spacecraft. Results show that the program organizes the
tSEE 3 data illustrating the control of wave occurrence by magnetic fluid
geometry. We wail present a comparison of th¢ ttrr_trial forcshock
boundary provided by this mapping with the e_riier results from Venus. j
_1A-5 BB30h POSTER
SuprathermM He=- and the Origin of _.,nergetie
Ions in the Earth's Foreshock Region
_, (Lockheed'Pale Alto Research Laboratory,
Pale Alto. California 94304; (4]5} 424-3334;
LOCKHD::FUSELIER)
M F Thomsen. (Los Alamos National LaboratoD" , Los
Alumna, NM, 87545)
F M Ipavich, (TZaiveraiLv of Marylazd, College Park,
MD, 207_)
Energetic ion distributions (with energies of a few kcV ex-
tending to over 100 keVje, also called diffuse ion distributions)
upstream from the Earth's quasi.parallel bow shock have ap
proxiroatelv solar wind composition (i.e., _4_ lqe=-). In con-
trust= field-allgned ion beams observed in the foreshock region
upstream from the Eaxth_s bow shock have He _- concentra-
tions that avera.ge two orders of magnitude below that in the
sotar" .a-ind. Thus, ruble it is dear that fie]d-allgned bemaxs are
not the major source of energetic ions in the foreshock region,
the seed population (i.e., the suprathermaJ stage through which
the solar wind source paaucles pass in the acceleration process)
for these ions has not been identified. We report H- and He =+
observations from the ISEE-1 and -2 spacecraft which suggest
This page may t)c freely cnpied.
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Plasma Waves Downstream of Weak Collisionless Shocks
F. V. CORONITI, E. W. GREENSTADT, AND S. L. MOSES
TRW Space and Electronics Group, Redondo Beach, California
E. J. SMITH AND B. T. TSURUTANI
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena
In September 1983 the ISEE 3/ICE spacecraft made a long traversal of the distant dawnside flank
region of the Earth's magnetosphere and had many encounters with the low Mach number bow shock.
These weak shocks excite plasma wave electric field turbulence with amplitudes comparable to those
detected in the much stronger bow shock near the nose region. Downstream of quasi-perpendicular
(quasi-parallel) shocks, the E field spectra exhibit a strong peak (plateau) at midfrequencies (I-3 kHz);
the plateau shape is produced by a low-frequency (I00-300 Hz) emission which is more intense behind
quasi-parallel shocks. Polarization measurements made in the very steady magnetic field conditions
downstream of two quasi-perpendicular shocks show that the low frequency signals are polarized
parallel to the magnetic field, whereas the midfrequency emissions are unpolarized or only weakly
polarized. A new high frequency (10--30 kHz) emission which is above the maximum Doppler shift
frequency is clearly identified as a separate wave component. High time resolution spectra often
exhibit a distinct peak at high frequencies; this peak is often blurred by the large amplitude fluctuations
of the midfrequency waves. The high-frequency component is strongly polarized along the magnetic
field and varies independently of the lower-frequency waves.
I. INTRODUCTION
From September through December of 1983 the ISEE 3
spacecraft traversed the far dawnside region of the magne-
tosheath and had multiple encounters with the bow shock
[Greenstadt et al., 1990]. Since the shock normal is nearly
orthogonal to the solar wind flow direction, the far flank
shocks have low Alfven and magnetosonic Mach numbers.
Thus the ISEE 3 data set provides a unique opportunity to
investigate the plasma, magnetic field, and plasma wave
properties of collisionless shocks in a Mach number regime
which has rarely been accessible to previous satellite stud-
ies. In this paper we focus on plasma wave electric field
measurements in the region immediately downstream of
several typical quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular flank
shocks. Strong shocks in the nose region of the magneto-
sheath [Rodriguez and Gurnett, 1975] and interplanetary
shocks [Kennel et al., 1982] generate intense electric field
turbulence in the downstream region. The weak flank shocks
might be expected to stimulate a significantly lower level of
downstream wave noise. We find, however, that the electric
field spectral amplitudes and spectral shapes detected behind
the flank shocks are quite comparable to the wave properties
observed behind the nose region shocks.
In the subsolar region of the Earth's bow shock, Rod-
riguez [1979] identified three types of electrostatic plasma
waves which occurred in the magnetosheath: (I) a low-
frequency component with a peak near 100--300 Hz, well
below the ion plasma frequency (2zrf pi = (4zrne2lmi) in)
and with a smoothly falling spectrum above the peak fre-
quency; (2) an intermediate-frequency component with fre-
quencies between the ion and electron plasma frequencies
(fpi < f <fve) and a peak near 1 kHz; and (3) a high-
Copyright 1993 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 93JA02281.
0148-0227/93/93JA-02281 $05.00
frequency component at the electron plasma frequency. The
low-frequency component resembles the wave spectra typi-
caIly observed within the shock front [Rodriguez and Gur-
nett, 1975; Gurnett, 1985], whereas the intermediate- and
high-frequency components had spectra which are similar to
wave emissions in the upstream region. Rodriguez [1979]
suggested that the intermediate-frequency waves might be
excited by narrow velocity spread electron beams as are
believed to cause the similar upstream emissions. By com-
paring the voltages across antennas with different tip-to-tip
lengths, Rodriguez [1979] concluded that the wavelengths of
the magnetosheath turbulence exceeded 100 m across the
entire frequency band from 40 Hz to 100 kHz. Since IMP 6
had a pair of orthogonal antennas and obtained the full
waveform from 0 to 1.0 kHz, Rodriguez [1979] demonstrated
that the electric field polarization in this frequency range was
parallel to the magnetic field. At higher frequencies, Rod-
riguez and Gurnett [1975] used rapid sample (a measurement
of a given frequency channel every 0.32 s) electric field
amplitudes to show that the waves at 3.11 kHz were polar-
ized along the field direction and stated that parallel polar-
ization was a general property of the magnetosheath wave
emissions.
Anderson et al. [1982] reported on two additional aspects
of magnetosheath waves. Using the high time resolution
capabilities of the ISEE 1 and 2 electric field spectrum
analyzer and wideband system, Anderson et al. [1982] dis-
cussed short-duration emission spikes which spanned the
frequency range from I00 Hz to 56 kHz. These spikes are a
permanent feature of the nose region magnetosheath and
made the main contribution to the spectral density above 1.0
kHz. The HAM passive sounder measurements indicated
that the e-folding time of the spikes was less than or
comparable to the 8-ms time constant of the HAM receiver.
The electric field spectrum analyzer showed that the spikes
occurred simultaneously at all frequencies within the 50 ms
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